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Practice Takes McDonalcPs
Band Member To Carnegie Hall
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
There's a joke that New York City
residents like to tell about a visitor to
the "Big Apple" who became lost while
searching for Carnegie Hall. He
stopped a resident and inquired, "How
do yotrget to Carnegie Hall?" The New
Yorker's reply was, "Practice, prac-
tice, practice."
That is exactly what a Murray youth,
James Harrison,
did to get to Car-
negie Hall. last
Wednesday night.





and 101 other mem-
bers of the Mc-
Donald's All American Band per-
formed symphonic music to a full house
and received a standing ovation.
The McDonald's band consists of 102
of the Spp high school musicians in the
country - two from each state and the a
District of Columbia. Each member is
selected for the band by Director Paul
Lavelle and a panel of music educators.
Harrison, a senior at Murray High
School and the son of Mrs. Bessie
Harrison, was nominated by his former
band director, Joe Sills,' and current
director, James Light.
"Carnegie Hall is fantastic," said
Harrison, who Made fifth chair out of
the 16 percussionists. "It's neat in
Carnegie when -you're just sitting there
playing to all those people. The saying
is that no matter where you sit in the
house, even back in-the back, it sounds
like you are on stage. The sound in





Two Hickman area men drew stiff
fines in Calloway County District Court -
Monday following their convictions on
charges of spotlighting. '




Route 1, Hickman, 26.
II:Urged by Kentucky Fish -and--
Wildlife Resources agents earlier this
month, the two were fined the
maximum, $500 plus court costs, and
each had their rifles, plus a spotlight -
confiscated, the spokesman said.
Authorities charged the men with
"casting the rays of a light at night with
a gun in possession."
According to the spokesman, both
men were convicted under a Kentucky
Revised Statute that points out,' It shall
be unlawful for any person to cast the
rays of a spotlight, jacklight, or other
artificial light, device on any highway
or in any field, woodland, forest, while
having in his possession or under his
control, a firearm or other implement
by which a deer or rabbit could be
killed, even though such game be at
shot at, injured, or killed."
Authorities cited the men in an area
of the county southwest of Murray.
Also in District Court Monday, of-
ficials released Dale Wyatt, Route 6,
Benton, charged with trafficking, and
ordered him to reappear in court Jan.
31, 1979. Officials released him on a
cash bond of $500.
inside today'
However, the Carnegie Hall per-
formance did not overshadow the thrill
of Marching in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade the next
morning.
-We were near the end of the parade,
and were behind Underdog," .Harrison
said. Underdog is one of the many
gigantic ball000s that are a feature of
the Macy's Parade.
The Murray youth was in the line of
eight snare dfammers seen on
nationwide television. Local people
recognized him by the "Kentucky" sign
on his hat and the leg of his Murray
High uniform.
—MeDonald's band members receive
matching hats and a uniform overlay
which is worn on top of their own school
band uniform. The local musician said
his hat, which kept slipping down over
his eyes, helped to keep off the rain
during the parade.
"I saw Ed McMahon and Bucky Dent
and everyone who was in the parade —
not to talk tat them but I saw them,"
he said.
One ola the band members. - Kevin
Utter, a trumpeter from Wyoming —
was blind, according to Harrison. "He
Played everything by 'ear. _He would
hear it once and then he could play it.
When we were marching, he had his
hand on the shoulder of the person in
front of him."
The drummer said that all parade
units stop two blocks before they get to
Macy's. "That is called a 'silent zone'
and you walk up to your spot in front of
Macy's and then start playing.
Otherwise, everyone would run into
each other," he said.
Marching in the parade was not
entirely glamorous, Harrison related.
The four-mile parade route "gets pretty
tiring:" He said, "It rained the day of
the parade. While you Were between
buildings, you weren't cold. Taut when
you would hit a street where a cross
street was, you would get really cold."
The band members won't have to
worry about getting cold on their next
trip — the Tournament of Roses Parade
in Pasadena, Calif., on New Year's
Day. However, that parade route
covers seven miles.
, The band members were able to
iqueeze in some sightseeing between
their iiractices. One night they were
alissa-on..46-svinse-aroitnei4dirdwraissa-
-,alolazwi4oitV.-the,:koter-of-Libellity. The-
cruise also featueed a disco.




Ralph Ed Graves, a Democratic
gubernatorial nomination candidate
who says he will accept no single
campaign contribution greater than
,$25, will appear in Murray tonight,
according to a spokesman.
Graves will meet with acquaintances
and others in a reception slated at
Murray Woman's Club headquarters on
Vine Street in Murray beginning at 6
p.m:
Graves *resigned recently as com-
missioner of the Kentucky Department
for Local Government, a post he held
for three years. He previously served
three terms in the Kentucky House.
The spokesman said the Murray
appearance today is one of a number
the candidate has planned throughout
Kentucky.
One Section —10 Pages
Tennessee Wesleyan overcame a six-point halftime
deficit to deal Murray State University an 81-70 loss,
spoiling the cage season opener for MSU and head coach




Slow clearing beginhing this
afternoon. Partly cloudy tonight
and Wednesday with a slight
chance of a few showers Wed-
nesday. Highs today in the low to
mid 40s. Lows tonight from
around 30 to the mid 30s. Highs
Wednesday from the mid (Os to
arcane •
today's index
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and to see the Broadway play, "Annie."
The band played in Rockefeller Center
and the stars who play "Annie" and
"Daddy Warbucks" presented them
with "I Love New York" T-shirts.
Harrison said a large crowd had
gathered around the famous ice skating
rink in the center to hear the band.
"If I had my way, I'd still be there,"
Harrison said. However, his mind may
be changed after his upcoming trip.
Cold rain is just no Match for California
sunshine.
Oct. Cost Of Food Drives
Consumer Price Index Up
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumer
prices rose atuirply again in October,
and for the first time the American
dollar could buy only half as much as it
did in 1967, the Labor Department said
today.
Rising beef, poultry and pork prices
led to the 0.8 percent increase in con-
sumer prices last month, the same
increase as in September and about
average for 1978.
For the first time, the Consumer
Price Index passed the 200 mark, rising
to 200.9. That meant the average
product that cost $100 in the 1907 base
period now costs $200.90, the depart-
ment said.
Food is 116 percent more expensive
than in 1967, housing 199 percent, fuel
120 percent, clothing 63 percent and
medical care 89 percent.
Since October 1977, prices have risen
8.9 percent, the department said. The
average worker's purchasing power
dropped 3.6 percent in the same period.
In October, the average worker's real
MIRACLE WORKER — The University Theatre of Murray State will present The Miracle Worker on November 30
and December 1 and 2 at 800 pm. Pictured above rehearsing a scene from the play from left to rightatre: Lisa Ann
Johnston from Madisonville; Sarah Colter from Dayton. Ohio: and Mike Butwell of Murray. Tickets are now on sale
and may be reserved by calling the UniversitaThaatre box office at 762-4421.
Play 'Miracle Worker' Portrays
Struggle Of Blind, Deaf Keller
A play about Helen Keller and her
struggle to overcome her loss of sight
and hearing will be the next production
of The University Theatre.
mounting obstacles, the characters sharper. This is not what happened to
_strain to maintain orderin their world. Helen. She could neither see nor hear. I
When they succeed in resolving con- have had to make numerous personal
•spendable earnings declined 0.1 per-
cent, the -third decline in a row.
President Carter announced an anti-
inflation program in October to halt
rising prices, but officials expect it will
take until mid-1979 before its effects
can be seen.
Economists expect little headway
against inflation the rest of this year
because wholesale prices are con-
tinuing to go up.
The October wholesale price report,
released Nov. 2, showed the prices
retailers paid for their products jumped
0.9 percent in October. These costs are
usually passed on to consumers.
The Carter administration, which
had predicted a 5.9 percent yearly
inflation rate at the start of 1978, now
expects prices to rise at least 8 percent
for the year and probably more.
Testifying on Capitol Hill last week,
President Carter's inflation fighter,
Alfred Kahn, said, "If I don't have
things to show you by February, I'll be
more than disappointed."
And it may be next August before the
program has -an observable" impact
on prices, he said.
Kahn, chairman of Carter's council
on wage and price stability, said it
would be a "small victory" if oil-
producing countries held down or
eliminated any 1979 increases.
Assistant Treasury Secretary C. Fred
Bergsten, just returned from the
Middle East, said Monday a U.S.
delegation had "good success" in
persuading oil exporters to moderate
price hikes.
On Oct. 24, Carter announced an anti-
inflation program intended to hold
wage increases to 7 percent and price
increases throughout the economy to
5at percent.
On Monday, the Interstate Com-
merce Commission rejected a 6.2
percent truck freight rate increase
requested by the Southern Motor
Carriers Rate Conference Inc.
Commissioners said their action also
is intended to set guidelines for the
entire trucking industry. Last week the
administration persuaded railroads to
reduce their requested freight rate
, increases from 8.1 to 7 percent.
Body Of Moscone
flicts, we applaud their efforts and ants peati.gner " -
,T a --- "'"7"—
4: :Friday and.---Saters'asaaalAiiiaarteaa'aa foucTun( familr"'Sarah Collet'. who Plays the role of - Lies In State
beginning at 8 pm. in the University play," he said. "I feel certain that Annie Sullivan the young' girl's teacher,
Theatre locatedia the Ptiee-Doyle Fine parents will want to view it with thee- has also had to adjust her performance
Arts Center. children -for the family message it technique. She said "not very many
The production marks the directing relates."   _ people know that Annie was blind at one
debut of Dr. Mark Malinauskas, the Lisa Ann Joh,nston, of Madisonville, tigie." My actions have to mirror that
new director of theatre at Murray plays the role of Helen Keller. Ms.
State, who said, "I see this play as an Johnston said of her role, "It is the most
intense battle for personal development challenging role I've ever played. As a
and definition." rehearsal technique, -a-have had to
He added "Each character strives to rehearse with blindfolds to get the
maintain a balance in an essentially sensation of blindness."
imbalanced world. While the easy way She added, "When one sense is taken
would be to give up in the face of away, another becomes keener and
previous history."
. "The role is physically taxing and
vocally demanding. And yet, I feel a
sense af exhiliratitala throughout the
performance." -
Reservations for The Miracle Worker
may be made by calling the University
Theatre Box Office at 762-6797.
Charities Program Is Underway
The Christmas Charities Coor-
dinating Program, sponsored by the
Murray Ministerial Association in
conjunction with the Calloway County
13uteliu for Social Services, is now
underway.
• The program attempts to match
needy families in the' area with chur-
ches, service dubs, fraternal and other
organizations and individuals vile,
would like to provide Christmas
baskets to those families.
The purpose of the coordination a to
-make sure that every needy family in
the county receives a Christmas basket
and at the same time to prevent
duplication, an association spokesman
said.
Chairing this year's effort is the Rev.
Robert E. Farless of the Filit United
Methodist Church. The Rev. R. E.
"Buzz" Rabatin of the First
Presbyterian Church is serving as co-
chairman.
Anyone knowing- of a farnih who
should be put on the list should contact
-Farless at 753-3812 or Rabitin at 753-
6460. Groups that would like to provide
baskets for a family or families should
contact one of the chairmen at the
above numbers.
Dorothy Nanney is the supervisor for
the Calloway County Bureau of Social
Services. Farless urged that calls not
be Made to that office. •
Each basket will cost 825. to $30,
Farless said, indicating that
or that wish to can donate
hinds to ahrprograiri.
Grant Funds Study Of Scarcity
Of Asiatic Clams In This Area
A $38,400 federal-state grant has been
awarded to Murray State University to
conduct a two-year study geared
toward determining a growing.scarcity
of Asiatic clams in the Kentucky
reaches Of the Tennessee and Cum-
School Officials Explain
7l Still Not Immunized
Murray City School System officials
are in the process today of aiding those
students not immunized as required by
state law, a school system spokesman
said today.
The spokesman,• Robert Min Jeffrey,
superintendent of schools, said today
some 71 students in the Murray system
are not io cerripliance with state an-
munization •
„a.... The &sante, -4or - parents of - OTA%
- „attending the Murray system to at leas'
start their immunization program iya,•
Monday.
Jeffrey said city school officials are
attempting to aid parents and students
in getting to the Callaway County
Health Department to start their im-
mtmizations.
Of the 71 not complying with the
program, 36 attend Murray High, 15 go
to Murray Middle and 20 are in the-
eiement4ty schools. That figure is
alown-friatn72 TiottOmplying tth
program at the beginning of the school
year, Jeffrey said
berland Rivers.
Funded jointly by- the National
Marine Fisheries Service, the National
Oceanic and • _ Atmospheric
Administration and, the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources, the project will be directed
by Dr. Donald W. Johnson and Dr.
James B. Sickel. Both are members of
the biology faculty at the university.
The purpose of the study, according
to Dr. W. J. Pitman, chairman of the
Department of Biological Sciences at.
the university, is threefold:
To determine the present-• location
and density of elam beds, the en-
vironmental factors which influence •
clam surtaval and the importance cif
clams in the diet of fish in the Kentucky
-and }Barkley Lake water a in the state. •








SAN FRANCISCO LAP) — Mayor
George Moscone, who grew up and
grew powerful here, and supervisor
Harvey Milk, a New Yorker who built a
political base among his "fellow
homosexuals, lie in state together today
beneath the dome of City Hall, where
both were assassinated.
A political foe of both men, former
supervisor Dan White, 32, is in jail;
booked for investigation of the slayings
— which took place moments before
Moscone was to announce White's
successor at an 11:30 a.m. news con-
ference Monday.
White, who resigned early this month
then decided he wanted his job back,
walked into a police station 45 minutes
after the shootings and eight blocks
from the scene and surrendered, police
said. Psychiatric tests were scheduled.
Moscone, mayor since 1975, liked to
, say of his birthplace, "There's no place
like it utlte_world." Milk said it was'
where he -finally found, -true hap-
piness."
The city they loved — still reeling
from news of the murder-suicide of
more than 900 members of the San
Feancisco-based Peoples Temple in
Guyana — reacted with a spontaneous
outpodring of grief. A crowd estimated
by police at up to 40,000 strong marched
to City Hall Monday night, their tear-
streaked faces lit by candles.
Folksinger Joan Baez sang to the
mourners and Dianne Feinstein,
president of the Board of Supervisors
and now acting mayor, addressed
them.
Moscone's last public appearance
was Sunday night, when he wept at a
memorial service for the dead church
members, including leader Jim Jones
whom the mayor had once named
housing director in the city.
President Carter expressed "outrage
and sadness"at the senseless killings."
At the National League of Cities
meeting in St. Louis, Ken Erickson,
mayor of Cheyenne, Wyo.,- said: "The
faces of the mayors around. me-grew
pale when. the aannouncement was
-Tfortftri' ,'-
See SL4VfNGS,,
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Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
..,would like to know why a
man can get a yeast:Maly
' when he feels -he.- domicil
.• Want children and a woman
.- can't get a hysterectomy
when she feels the same
- way.
I am in my early 20s and
divorced with no. children.
- During my shod marriage.!
suffered from a uterine
*leer and a severe uterine
infection. Because of these
illnesses. I could not use the
• pill or IUD. A permanent
tubal ligation would be of no
help because the problem
was in my uterus.
The ulcer was cured and
the infection went away
when I no longer • had sex.
' The doctor has not guaran-
teed me that it will not come
back the minute I start hav-
ing sex again.
I have gone to several
doctors with my problem
and all have suggested that I
forget about a hysterecto-
my . I do not wish to have any
children. I have given it
thoughtful consideration for
more than a year and a half.
I feel I have as much right to
this kind of operation as a
man. Could you clear up the
problem for me?
DEAR READER - Your
analogy is inappropriate.
Men don't have a structure
similar to the uterus to be
removed. It would be more
appropriate to compare a
vasectomy to a tubal liga-
tion. which you can,, get.
Doctors don't like to take
out a woman's uterus unless
there is a good medical
indication for it. If a doctor
takes out a normal uterus,
even to prevent cancer, he
ends up in the position of
doing unnecessary surgery
because he removed a nor-
mal uterus.
Your letter suggests to use
that the doctors who have
examinedo yi lon't feel that
your hist an infection
or an ulcer is sufficient indi-
cation of a disease of the
uterus to justify a major
operation. A tubal ligation is
a minor operation in com-
parison to a hysterectomy.
As long as your uterus is
normal, you won't get many
physicians to agree to re-
meve it. Should you develop
significant medical prob-
lems in your uterus, then
things could change. Mean-
while, if you want surgery
for birth control, I'm afraid
you will have to settle for a
tubal ligation.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I
want to keep my husband on
a low-cholesterol diet. I've
heard that fish are very low
in cholesterol and I should
Tonite Is Bargain Nite
At These Theatres
tonite's movies




give Min fish instead of beef.
Is that correct" Are some
fish lower in cholesterol than
others' What about shell
fish?
DEAR READER - Fish
are not a lot lower in choles-
terol than beef, regardless of
What you have heard. They
are .about the same. Shell
fish, such as shrimp, may
have more cholesterol per
ounce than lean beef.
Most fish are loW in fat -
but not all --- and a third of
the fat is polyunsaturated
fat. I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-12,
Fish and Shellfish as Health
Fag*. Others who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.‘• This
issue will give you tables
that list the relative amount
of fat and cholesterol in
various fish and shell fish.
Fish and fish oil are the
only major sources of the
really highly polyunsatu-
rated fats in our food. That
may be important in lower-
ing blood cholesterol and
harmful fatty-cholesterol




Home Of Mrs. Orr
Elizabeth- Orr opened her
home for the meeting of the
Prudye Adams Group of the
Hazel Baptist Church Women aa office'
held on Thursday, Nov. lg, at 1 -The Weeld Aliteenauputs it this way: "A clergymanshould never be referred to as "a Reverefid," or addressed
P.m. \ as "Reverend Blank."
The program was presented "Reverend" should be used only as "Honorable" is used. It
with Iva Brandon as leader. is "The Reverend Mr. Blank," or The Reverend Dr. Blank,"
burnever "Reverend Blank.".'
Please, Abby, never address a clergyman as "Reverend
Anybody." It's simply not done
YOUR FAITHFUL FAN IN L.A.
Speaker At Meeting
The Murray High Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of
America held its monthly
meeting on Thursday, Nov. 16
at 6:30 p.m. in the school
library with Karen
president, presiding.
A special viva at the
meeting was Ms. Rita
Mcl.ucas, Asso-ciate
Executive : Director of the
Kentucky Chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation. She
spoke about where donations
to the Foundation went and
what they were used for.
In her talk she brought out
that arthritis is the nation's
number one crippling disease,
can occur at any age, and that
more than thirty million
people in the United States
have it. The cause of the
major forms of arthritis is not
known yet and proper
treatment usually involves
medication, exercises and
rest, combined, the speaker
said.
The devotion was given by
Karen Brandon, devotional
leader. Song Leader, Lynne
Outland, led in the singing of
the F.H.A. prayer song and
The state F.H.A. song. Mary
Morris, secretary, read the
minutes and took the roll.
Sharon Whaley, treasurer,
gave the final report on the
• •money making project."
A relaxer was given by
Claudia Billington,
recreational leader. Refresh-
ments for the winter dance
were discussed by Mitzi
Cathey. Susan Crass reported
on the F.H.A. degrees.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, adv(sor,
was present,-
By Abigail Van Buren
Announcements were made
of the nrussion study on Nov. 27
with Jean Richerson as
teacher of the book, and of the
observance of the Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missions
Dec. 3 to 10 with Ladean
Paschall as leader.
Also present were Prudye
Adams, Mildred Scarbrough,
Sherry Vance, WMU Director,
Burlene Vance, Kathryn
Langston, and Libby James.
MCMILLEN GIRL
Nikki Lynne 'is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
McMillen of Benton Route 3
for their baby girl. weighing 9
pounds 7 ounces, born on
Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 12:30
  1'I-14,0_16thjArri
HOSpIt..11: P a anal.
The father is employed at B.
  Cnttvert-City.-- --
They have one son, Billy, 5.
Mr. and Mrs. William
McMillen of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil (Buddy) Swift
of Benton Route 3 are the
grandparents. The great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Gentry Swift and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rose, all of Benton,
Mrs. Madie McMillen,
Evansville, Ind., and Mr. and
Mrs. Osro Butterworth of
Murray.
DEAR ABBY: In a retent letter from one who !signed
himself "Reverend L.W. Van .Dellen," you replied)"Dear
Reverend Van Dallen."
Abby, "Reverend" is not a title like "Doctor" or "Rabbi"
or "Father." It is an adjective descriptive of character- not
DEAR FAITHFUL: Ten whacks for me with a stack of
"Presbyterian Outlooks," from whence came this ap-
propriate jingle:
"There is a certain fellow
Who makes we want to burst,
He never fails to hail me with,
'Hello, Reverend Hurst!'
If two things make bad syntax,
Thip one is the first,
When some guy introduces me with,
'This is Reverend Hurst.'
As just a common 'Mister'
I'd acknowledge him to durst;
But I would like to punch the man
Who calls me 'Reverend Hurst.'"
DEAR ABBY: I work in a mat order house. InS`would you
believe that about 20 percent of the people who place an
order send us cash-and forget to send, their names and
,
addresses?
We have no idea wha they are or where they liver We
auirttnall 'mateIL
I ' • thiettre ha • -7
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Move over. I, too, am distressed
when a desperate reader writes with an urgent and serious
problem, but neglects to send his address. Freud said,
"There are no accidents". I sometimes wonder.
CONFIDENTIAL TO B.B.: Money talks. Save NEN
before it says goodbye.
Problems? You'll feel better 11 you get them off your chest.
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Sealy ( Mirriafn
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Barbara Jewel, left, 'of the poppy Shoppe, Inc.,
presented the program at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.'On the right is
Mrs. Mary Wells, chairman of the program for the day.
Mrs. Barbara Jewel of the
Poppy Shoppe, Inc., presented
the program at the November
second meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
"God and Man" was . the
theme of her program in
--Which she showed all kinds of
fall door hangings made out of
dried flowers. She also showed
table and hearth
arrangements in the fall
colors.
Mrs. Jewel was introduced
by the program chairman for.
the month, Mary Wells.
Effie Vaughn, department
chairman, presided, and
reported on the regional
meeting of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club
Mrs. Uddberg
Hostess Por Bessie
Mrs. Thage Uddberg was
hostess for the meeting of the
Bessie Tucker Circle of the
First United Methodist
Church Women held on
Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 9:30 a.m.
at ber home.
---"You Are A Remarkable
'Person" Was the subject of the
program presented by Mrs.
Betty Lowry. Prayer was led
by Mrs. Lillian Graves.
The cnrcle chairman, Mrs.
Max 'Brandon, presided and
;it) Iltitittelgt. =that the. _threaa-
-31earanlasie---.....atantElra-iara&W
Tucker, Alice Waters, and
Marileana Frost-will have a
- joint meeting at -the home of
Mrs. Lowry on Tuesday, Dec.
12, at 9:30 a.m.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess to the nine
members and one guest, Mrs.
Jack Uddberg.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
John Watson of Murray has
been a patient .at the Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Parker Reed of Kirksey
Route 1 was 'dismissed Nov. 21
from the Community Hospital
Mayfield.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Era• Jones of Hardin was




"Mrs. Ruth E. Cunningham,
715 Gwen, Paris, Term., Micah
V. Farrar, South Side Manor
Apt. F-5, Murray, Mrs. Hazel
W. Patterson, Box CR3, New
Concord, Mrs. Nettie JAVyratt,
508 Pine, Murray, Mrs. Teresa
P. Fridenstine, Rt. 5, Box 229,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Hilda V.
Duncan, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Linda . I,. Wilson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Roscoe G.
Barnes, RI. • 1, Farmington,
Mariann Tilford, 203 N. 16th,
Murray, Allen Sumner, Rt. 3,
Murray, Hugh B. Wallace, Rt-. --
8, Box" 85, Murray, Mrs. Inez
Wegener, 209 S. 1661, Murray,
T. Edwin Stokes, 1613
Magnolia Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Beulah W. McMillin, 1617
catalina, Murray, Rural R.
Jones, 1105 Sycamore, c-o
Alfred Cunningham, Murray,
Mrs. Estelle .Grubbs,. Rt. 1,
Palmereville, Tenn., Edna S.
Dublin, P. 0. Box 152, Murray,
Mrs. F:athel B. Coleman, Rt. 7,
_idusraa. bank°, coriley„fia,_
a, Box 2:1T4, Murray;Mra-
So. 16th,' Murray, Rex M.
Edwards (expired), Rt. .1,
Benton.
s.
held at Ken Bar Inn.
A report of the meeting of
the Audubon Regional Garden
Club meeting also held at Ken
Bar Inn was given by Myrtle
Douglass. Reports were given
by . Karen McFerron,
secretary. Ruth Wilison gave
the thought for the day.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
the hostesses who were Lillian
Graves, Edna Miller, Mary
Miller, Sally-Livesay, and
Artie Morris.
The department will meet
Thursday, Dec. 7, at 1:30 p.m.
with Dorothy Byrn as
chairman of the program on





the installation of the officers
for the coming year at the '
general meeting of the First
United Methodist Church
Women held on Tuesday, Nov.
7, jn the Hale Chapel of the
church.
Background music was by
Carol Thompson who also
sang a solo during the in-
stallation. The scripture was
read by Joanne Mischke,
Modest Jeffrey, general
president who will serve again
next year, presided. Moments
of silent prayer were observed
in memory of Fay Sledd who
was a faithful member of the
Methodist Women for many
years.
Reports were given by
Frances Sexton, secretary,
and Maebelle Byers and Inez
Jones, treasurers. It was
reported that the amountof
$100 had been increased to
$150 as being contributed to
the Doris 'Gorrell Children's
Fund.
Myrtle Douglas gave a brief
report on the annual con-
ference meeting held Oct. 28
at Larnbuth College, Jackson,
Tenn.
LEVINE SHOW
NEW YORK (AP) - An
exhibit of 180 works by Jack
Devine will be on display at
the Jewish Museum through
Jan. 28,1979.
The museum says the shoe
includes such milestones as
"The Feast of Pure Reason,"
"Welcome Home," and
"Reception in Miami?! •
Murray
REGENT VP() - Thane exclusive luxurious HYDRA
knit tirsio ply lambswool. In an automatic machine
wash and dry sweater. luN fashioned saddle shoulder
pullover model with V-neck. 100's lambswool
Yellow, ruby red, claret, dark green, (Ambridge, blue
heather, navy, barley, natural, walnut, brown.




(Meets At Christian Fellowship
Church U. S. 68 Briensburg)
Monday - Registration Dec. 4
"Principles of Missions" 7:00 p.m.
"Book of Genesis" 8:15 p.m.
Thursday - Regrstration Nov 30
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Tau Phi lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Jean
Richerson at 7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Clara
Jean Paschall at 7 p.m.
Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. with Mrs. C.
C. Lowry to speak on The
Result of An Irritation."
Bld River Associational
"M" Night will be held at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at 7 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
An exhibit by the Murray
State University Art Faculty
will open at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University, and will continue
until Dec. 19.
Phebian Sunday School
Class, Opal Howard, Teacher,
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Clyde Miller, 1612
Sycamore Street.
Orson Welles' film, "Citizen
Kan," will be shown in the
-International-Filtn Festival at
the Murray State Student
Center Auditorium from 1:30
to 3:30 p.m., and at 7 p.m. At
the latter a speaker and
panelists will be featured.
Murray State University
Faculty Trio, composed of
/Wert Gillespie, violin, Dr.
James McKeever, piano, and
Neale B. Mason, violincello,
will present a Concert at the
Old Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, at 8:15 p.m. _
Wednesday, November 29
Photojournalist Dennis
Holt's Audubon Wildlife Film
entitled "Okefenokee, Land of
Trembling Earth," will be
shown at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at 7 p.m. This is
open to the public at no ad-
mission charge.
.Prayer Group will meet at
at 7 p.m. at Seton Center,
North 12th Street, Murray,
with Bob Gillespie as speaker.
Rose Cutting Classes for
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens with Albert
Parker as instructor will be at
the St. John's Center, 1620
Main Street, Murray, from 10
a.m. toll: 30 a.m.
Reservations for the annual
Christmas Open Houses and
Dinner for Dec. 2 by the
Murray. State University
Women's Society should be
made by noon today with
Patsy Miller 753-5718 or Pat
Weatherly 753-5819.
Bowling for Senior Citizens




Study will be held at Seton
Center at 7:30 0.m. Persons
are asked to bring their
Bibles.
-` Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the rectory at 1:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., committee
meetings at 10:30 a.m., lunch
at noon, table games at 1 p.m.,
and blood pressure taken from
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Knights of Columbus of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
hold ita ladies night at 6:30
p.m. This is a social activity
and is open to all adults of the
Parish. A potluck supper-will
be served.
Ivan C. Karp of OK Harris
Gallery, New York City, will
deliver a guest artist lecture
at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
The Miracle Worker,"
three act drama of Helen
Keller's life by William
Gibson, will be presented at
the Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is
$3 per person or by season
ticket.
A trumpet recital by J:
Robert Grisham, Jr., Hen-i
derson will be presented at 7'
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, Murray State
University.
Concert by Murray State
University percussion en-
semble will be presented at
8:15 p.m. at the Old Recital




sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club, will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Admission will be
$3, adults, $2, students, and $1,
ehildren 6 to 12. A special
clown act will be featured for
the children.
• Friday, December 1
Deadline for submitting
applications to sit for the 1979
CPS Examination is today.
Applications are available
through the Murray Chapter
of The National Secretaries
Association ilnteruitional,
by calling Joyce Wooden at
753-4926 or 753-2758.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will have a potluck supper for
members and families at 6:30
p.m. at the lodge hall, High-
way 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road. A Christmas
party will follow the supper.
Second night of Murray
State Intercollegiate Rodeo
will .be at the Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
T.'30*031.1Zrairigataii-jr,.:
and $1. A clown act will be
featured for the 'children.
Just In Time For Christmas
If ever there was a Kimball organ sale
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Reg. $1120 Sale $995
Give A Gift That Keeps
Giving All Thru The Year
CHECK THESE USED ITEMS
1. Used Spinet Piano  S545.00
2. Upright Practice Piano MI6
3. Used Lowrey Organ $44419
4. Used Kimball Organ PIUS
2 months old, sold for $1095.00
•
FREE BENCH! FREE LESSONS! FREE BOOKS' FREE tiEADPHONES! FREE 
MUSIC! FREE DELIVERY!
troth stn, ma. noir)
"VA 
--Kimball' Music Cater. -




Miss Patricia Lynn Starks
and John Joseph Eastland
' . Marriage vows will be exchanged by Miss Patricia Lynn
Starks and John Joseph Eastland at the College Church of
Christ, Searcy, Ark., on Saturday, Jan. 13, at 2:30 p.m.
Announcing the forthcoming event are the bride-elect's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Starks of Florence, Ala. The
bride-elect's father was associated with the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ, Murray, while serving as a
missionary in Trinidad, West Indies. He presently serves as
Director of Caribbean Campaigns for Christ.
Miss Starks is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. E.
Fisk, 507 South 13th Street, Murray, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Urban G. Starks, also of Murray. She is presently a
dietetics major at Harding College, Searcy, Ark.
The groom-elect is the son of Mrs. Montez Eastland of
Tyler, Texas, .and the late J. M. Eastland, owner of a chain of
variety stores throughout Texas. Mr. Eastland, a graduate of
the Robert E. Lee High School, Tyler, received his bachelor's
degree, in marketing and accounting from Harding College,
Searcy, Ark.
Following the wedding the couple will reside in Houston,
Texas, where Mr. Eastland is presently a student at South'
Texas College of Law.





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? to find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr.19)4Y4 14
A meeting with a counselor
should go well, if you stick to
the issues at hand.
Educational or travel plans
may need. revision.
TAURUS'
( Apr. 20 to May 20) 
You may want to have final




flop-May 21 to June 20) .
An issue youthought settled
in the past resurfaces. Be sure
to give due consideration to
the opinions of others now.
Don't shut them out.
CANCER
1June 21 to July 22) too
Allow time to catch up with
unfinished projects. Don't
insist that others on the job
live up to your standards, or
else tension could ensue.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22 )
You may want to straighten
things out with a loved one
now. This action will either
lead to a solution, or an
argument, or both.
VIRGO
( Aug, 23 to Sept. 22) /47%.
Listen to what other's have
to say before going ahead with
that domestic plan. However,
don't let too much discussion
forestall action.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Mentally you're attarp and
have the edge on the other
fellow. Be sure, though, not to
antagonize anybody in voicing
your opinions.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Mt
Once you come to a decision
today about a financial
matter, it will be hard for
others to sway you from your
stand. Be firm, but not
stubborn.
SAGITTARIUS 
it( Nov.' 22 to Dec. 21) )eic.!\f).
The truth sometimes hurts,
and your inclination today will
be to speak the truth regar-
dless of the consequences. Be
tactful.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) la S.11
You may try to figure out
why someone doesn't like you
today, and then, you may well
decide to forego socializing for
the time being.
AQUARRJS -
(-Jan. 20 to Feb. l8)""
If you feel like wr)ting a
leper -to the editor 3f your
nevispaper, bx a/I means, do _
It. 'You can etpee some
lively discussions today,
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Don't be afraid to speak up
re a career matter. Others will
be impressed by the courage
of your convictions. Be
reasonable, though.
YOU BORN TODAY, are
both idealistic and practical,
but you may have some dif-
ficulty in reconciling both
aspects of your nature. Your
interest in reform and the
betterment of mankind may







Foialkes Baby Boy (Susan),





Tem., Jared W. Lencki, Rt.
Cr 15 Murray, Mrs. B.64011
Underwood, Rt. 6 Bs. 104
Murray, Mrs. Dana G.
Crouch, Rt. 1 Bx. 214 Murray,
David Davis, 514 S. 7th
Murray, Thomas J. Farrar,
1802 Olive St. Apt. No. 9
Murray, Nancy S. Fogle, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Helen K. Hill,
Rt. 8 Mayfield, Mrs. Anne
Hollbigsworth, at. 5 Paris,
Tenn., Truman L Jackson,
706 Story Murray, Brad King,
1508 Belmont Murray, Mark
P. McWane, Bx. 76 Hardin,
Mrs. Elaine D. Scarbrough,
fit. 5 Bx. 2301 Murray, Mrs.
Cathy A. Pace and Baby Boy,
Rt. 8 Circle Dr. Benton,
Charles R. Thurman, He N.
9th Murray, Wiley P. Outland,







Mrs. Lou Orr, Rt. 5 Bx. 917
Murray, Bobby Clayton, Rt. 1
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Helen
K. Parrish, Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Robbie J. Steele, at. 2
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Vera
V. Smith, Dexter, Mrs. Helen
French, Rt. 2 Hazel, Willie B.
Rowe, 711 West Blythe Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Frances E.
Roberts, 306 S. Ilth Murray,






Rogers, Baby Girt (Nicki),
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tem., Shipp,
Baby Boy (Maria), 1111
College Ct. Murray.
DISIUSSALS
Mrs. Patty L. Chariton, at.
1, Br. 286 Big Sandy, Tenn.,
Mrs. Debra A. Bence, P. 0.
Br. 331 Benton, Mrs. Barbara
McKendree, Rt. 1 Benton,
•
Mrs. Ann T. Wood, 2006
Coldwater Rd. Murray, Mrs.
Catherine Henderson, No. 5
McClaine Tr. Ct. Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Betty Millahs, 105 S. flth
Murray, Mrs. Daisy L Boyd,
503 N. 7th Murray, Mrs. Diana
Page, at. 6 Paris, Tem., Mrs.
Suzanne Parker, 1525 Mat-
thews Union City, Tenn., Mrs.
Sloan S. 7owl;m4--Easa
Village No. 74 Pads, Tann.,
William B. Salter, MIA 12th
Murray, Mrs. Lois J.
Upchurch, Br. 394 Macon.
Miss., William L Wilkerson,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Bytha B.
Self, Rt. 5 Murray, Harrison
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time o year. But with
giving season approaching, it's
a better time than ever to give,
or get, a_phone from South
Central Bell's Design Line*
collection.
The Mickey Mouse Phone'
makes a gyeat.gift for a child of
any age. -g0,,r a real conversation
piece for your den or playroom.
And what loyal alumnus or
hard-core fan could resist the
college model of the Exeter*
phone? With the colors and
mascot of a favorite Kentucky
college emblazoned on the
faceplAte. It's available in --
Eastern Kentucky, Georgetown,




0 ' 0 .0'.-  — South Central Bet' ' ,f. • 4-- -
sity of Louisville, and Western
Kentucky models.
When you buy a Design Line
telephone, you'll own the phone
housing" and Bell will own,
maintain, and qervice the work-
ing parts.
Whether you're looking for a
gift for a friend or for yourself,
be choosey. Get genuine Bell.
You can see all the styles and
colors at the PhoneCenter Store,
604 Olive Street.
'Trademark of AT&T Company
*""- Walt Disney•Productions. Housing produced
by American Telecommunications Corporation
'Housings are sold with a six-month limited
warranty. A copy of the warranty is available,
upon request, without charge from the tele-
phone business office. Design Line phones are
available tcz cue- and two-party customers only.
'• . - .
-a





• The horror of the last hours of
the Jonestown settlement
staggers the imagination. The
cold-blooded murder of an
''...!.Nrrerican congressman, three
newsw en and a fleeing settler
at the Kaiturna airstrip was
shocking enough. The mass
*slaughter that followed, an
:..:orgy of murder and suicide,
-i:stretches the limits of rational
:.understanding.
Jonestown ended like a grisly
7?.tritror of Auschwitz. What
presented itself as a bona fide if
-::bizarre religious movement led
to the death of more than .900
men, women and children.
Hindsight brings the
inevitable questions: Who is
responsible for this massacre?
Can it be blamed entirely on
Jim Jones, the - Christian
• preacher from Indiana who led
his Peoples Temple down paths
growing ever more bizarre? At
some point as his sect lost its
anchor- could the law have in-
tervened to prevent the recent
tragedy in Guyana?
__ Whatever his beginnings as a
minister and social activist
with considerable credibility,
Jones became a cult leader who
was not only skillful in
manipulating his people but
equally adroit in convincing
outsiders that his flock was
held together only by a spirit of
benevolence. Stories had cir-
culated for two years that his
Jonestown settlement was ac-
tually a strange mixture of
socialist commune and con-
centration eamp. The stories
apparently were true.
It can be argued that the U.S.
State Department or the
.Guyanan government did not
probe deeply enough into what
*as going on at Jonestown. The
-*sources to do so in a country
like Guyana are limited,
bowever. Jones had convinced
.feisitors that there were no
temila!ppons the settlemnte..itipta
-been- hard -to an:
Legate the sudden brutal at-ou-Rep-4,eo-Ryan-and-his
party at the Kaittura airstrip -
IF to believe that there was
wore than rhetoric in the
Oeferences to mass-suicide in
Jones's preaching.
: There is a message here.
lecause America is proud of its
tradition of religious tolerance,
ur society and its laws give the
benefit of doubt to radical
Today In History-
religious cults tha/ test the
limits of their constitutional
right to exist. Our courts are
reluctant, and rightly so, to try
to protect people from fanatical
cults that seem to rob them, in
the name of religion, of their
ability to make decisions in
their own interest. .
Do efforts to spirit such
people away amount to rescue
— or to kidnaping? Two
American lawyers prominent
in civil rights actions were on
the scene at Jonestown recen-
tly, retained by Jones to defend
the Peoples Temple. Jones was
complaining of -religiotis per-
secution" as complaints were
mounting that what had started
as a religious sect had turned
into something sinister.
At what point did Jones and
the more fanatic of his
followers forfeit their claim to
the tolerance of a civilized
society? When the guns barked
at the Kaituma airstrip? Or
much earlier? Conscience tells
us that this nightmare might
have been averted if the pleas
and petitions on behalf of some
of the captives of Jones's hyp-
notic preaching had received a
more concerned response
many months ago.
That is easy to say today. It is
not so easy to say exactly what
our society should do when it
senses a destructive danger in
a non-conformist cult. Our con-
stitution is clear in protecting
freedom of worship and
freedom of assembly. Sadly it
does not tell us how to deal with
the likes of a Jim Jones —
before it is too late.
A
By The Associaked Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov. 28, the 332nd
day of 1978. There are 33 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1520, the Portuguese
navigator, Ferdinand Magellan,
reached the Pacific Ocean after
passing thrpugh the South American
strait that now bears his name.
On this date:
In 1821, Panama dedared 'tad( in-
'..dependent of Spain and joined the
Republic of Colombia.
In ,1843, Britain and France
recognized the independence of Hawaii.
In 1863, Americans celebrated the
first Thanksgiving set aside by national
proclamation.
In 1942, nearly -5005people died in a
fire that destroyed the Cocoanut Grove
Mght club in Boston.
In 1943, President Franklin
Roosevelt, Soviet Premier Joseph
Stalin and British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill met at Tehran, Iran,
to map World War H strategy
In 1963, President Lyndon Johnson
announced that Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
would be renamed Cape Kennedy in
honor of the late President John
Kennedy
- Ten years ago: North Vietnam said
Bible Thought
He only is my reek and my salvation;
he is my defence; I shall aot be greedy
moved. - Psalm 121.
It is God on whom we should depend
for strength and wisdom in meeting the
progierns of life. Only man as he is
,glided by God'aariarlosit aan reorlynrelp
IlL
its delegates to a proposed Paris peace
conference would not deal with
representatives of South Vietnam if
they attended.
Five years ago: Arab leaders ended a
summit meeting in Algeria with
agreement for an embargo against oil
shipments to Portugal, Rhodesia and
South* Africa.
One year ago; Rhodesia announced
that its recent raids against black
nationalist guerrillas across the border
in Mozambique had killed at least 10100
people.
Today's birthdays: Pianist Jose
!twin is 83 years old. Democratic Sen.
James Eastland of Mississippi is 74.
Democratic Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado
is 41. Singer Rose Bampton is 69.
Thought for today; A conference is a
meeting held to decide when the next
meeting will take place - anonymous.
Miirray Ledger & Times
Punta/ter Walter I. Apperasa
Edam K Gene Mceutchsple
The Murray Ledger 4 Times is peilideell
every afternoon empt Sundays, Jay 4, Child-
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Look Who Joined The Ranks
Of Us Newspapers Columnists!
Guess who is the new public in-
formation official for the city of
Elizabethtown?
Carol Joyce Peterson.
Carol you will remember here in
Murray as the wife of the late Col.
Palmer Peterson, who was the
professor of military science at Murray
State from 1971 until his retirement in
.1974 and they moved to Elizabethtown,
which is just across the fence from Fort
Knox. Pete had been in the Army for 32
years.
Pete died August 5 of leukemia, his
illness diagnosed only three months
earlier. At the time, he was director of
physical planning with the Lincoln
Trail Area Development District, with
which he had been since his retirement.
The mayor of Elizabethtown, James
R. Pritchard, himkelf a retired Army
colonel and a long-time friend of the
Peterson's', contacted Carol shortly
after Pete's death and offered her the
directorship of the town's new Citizens
Information Center.
The job was to keep the people of
Elizabethtown informed on all the city
services available to them, new or-
dinances, changes in administrative
procedures and the like. It was a
needed service, and she was a natural
to handle it - vivacious, personable
and inquisitive.
++-+-
. That was almost three month.', ago,
• 'and Itoday Carol is enthusiastically
involved in her work. She writes an
informational column twice a month for
the Elizabethtown News Enterpnse -
Although she has no formal jour-
nalism training or experience, Carol
writes beautifully. The column I had an
opportunity to read gave a simple but
Complete explanation of the city's
Unsafe Housing Ordinance; outlined all
the details of the city's Christmas
decorations program; and called at-
tention to a gift, made several years
ago by the local Lions Club, of 125
American flags and urged that they be
displayed on Veterans Day, which was
November 11. The flags had been in
storage. Few even knew about them.
They weren't being used. Now they will.
Thanks to Carol, virtually everyone in
town knows of them.
Hers is a good service to the people of
Elizabethtown, and the mayor should
be complimented for providing it.
+ ++
When Carpi and Pete moved to
Elizabethtovfn, they bought the home of
one of the town's prominent physicians,
a fellow who apparently feared an air
attack on Fcct Knox someday. -
Deep in the backyard was a concrete
and steel bomb shelter, costing as much
as a small home and built to govern-
ment specifications. It had been kept
fully furnished and equipped for ex-
tended, emergency occupancy, if ever
necessary.
For the Petersons, however, it
became an interesting conversation
piece and "tourist" attraction. Some of
their guests even. insist on spending a
night in it. It is just that comfortable
and homey. It has its own power
_complete with Pininle and tUr-ffiaer''''',.,,aa pirfaCally started to keep it-Teal as a weekly' news letter for citY operational.employees.
Buried nearby is a large tank
She .-8/19- -hall- resP"sibilitY-4----glioline for the generator. The gas in itmaking arrangements for dedications, . has been there 17 years. Only a smallground-breakings, ribbon-cuttings and amount, consumed in the brief runs ofother such events in which city officials
might be involved, the generator, has been used.
Letter To The Editor
41"
ColEtc6411.5%
Two huge water tanks are kept full in
the living quarters, and the doctor kept
the pantry fully stocked with canned
goods and the closet with extra blankets
and clothes. He had built it with the
thought of surviving in it as com-
fortably as possible if he and his family
ever did have to live in it for any ex-
tended period of time.
To enter the shelter is like going down
into a submarine, and it can be sealed
off from the outside world. within
moments.
"Let's hope we never have to use it
for more than a conversation piece or
as a lark for a guest- room," Carol
laughed the day she and Pete showed it
to us.
Yes, let's, but it is good to know
where we can go in, case we are at-
tacked from the air. That is, if we can
get there before she shuts the door!
From A P.A. Parent
By Mark Singer
Parents Anonymous has a number of
different meanings to the P.A. mem-
ber. It is a service which few parents
fully understand until they take part in
chapter meetings. Recently, a Parents
Anonymous member from the Murray
chapter chose to write an open letter
expressing her feelings concerning P..
A. and her involvement in it. The letter
is presented below and illustrates the
effect that P.A... has hall on an - in-
dividual member. It begins:
I Am A P. A. Parent
"Parents Anonytnous is a group of
people helping each other try to deal
with their own problems and the
problems they are having with their
children. There are many forms of
child abuse. One form is the beatings
we sometimes dish out to our innocent
children. Another form is yelling and
taking our anger out on the child. Many
times we don't stop to realize that these
children are human beings and are not
the real cause of our anger
"I am a child abuser. I yell and take
my anger out on my children. But, I
found out about Parents Anonymous
before it was too late for both me and
my children. I am getting a lot out ,of
these meetings. They are helping me
realize that my children need my help
to develop. They do not need to be the
objects of my anger or frustration.
It helps me to think of my children
, as human beings that need love and a
normal atmosphere to grow up in. They
need this from me so they will be
allowed to become healthy and
emotionally stable people when they
reach adulthood. They also need my
help so they will aomednybe good
parents themselves 
— "W.YElle ittind- Parents Anonymous
meetings my children are also getting
•
guidance. There are social workers
working with them in a separate group
and helping them work out problems
they might have. The kind of help they
receive I know will also help me In
getting along with them from day to
day.
"So, if you feel that you may need a
little help, before its too late, please
contact Parents Anonymous. It really
helps, and is completely confidential.
You need not use your last name or
even ti ik it you don't want to, but ft
does help. Take it from a child abuser;
help is just a phone call away."
This letter represents one Mother's
point of view, but oftentimes expresses
the feelings of Many parents who
choose to become members. During the
past-two-and-one-half months Parents
Anonymous of Murray has given
parents an outlet and a resource which
they have been able to draw upon for
support. Members have been able to
provide and receive mutual acceptance
from one another.
The group has acted as a sounding
board for individuals and at times,
through discussion and gentle con-
frontation, allowed members to per-
ceive the relationship which they have
with their children in irdifferent light, a
more hopeful and positive light. In
addition to meetings, most members
have also exchanged phone numbers
grid frequently call one another when
feeling locked In or out of control with
their children.
The P.A. chapter of Murray is still in
the developmental stage, yet it offers a
new outlook for its parent members. To
be sure, help is just a phone call away,
and may be the one call that helps build
a mach mars posittve relationship
between yoisaod your chiWirern• Parente
Anonymous numbers in Murray are
759-1792, 759-4875 and 753-9281.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.,
We at The Murray Ledger 45i
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to °lily those
which parrallel theditorial
.philosophy of, this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by An
-a-c-of uirar=tir-
Other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being digens-se4 with-a-letter-to-the•
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or





Murray Qty Policemen preseregtan
ultimatum to the Murray Cfty
asking for certain demands and said
that if these demands were not met they
would_ begin a "slow down" beginning
Dec. 1,1*.
Bill Boyd, Blood program chairman
for the Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter, announced that the blood
mobile drive at the Student Center
Building, Murray State University, was
a success with 402 units of blood being
donated.
A homemade bomb, approximately
the size of a breakfast plate with a fuse
about 38 inches long, was discovered
yesterday morning under a bridge on
the old Murray-Paris Road about
mile north of Green Plain Church of
Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Wanda June, to Pvt. E-Z Max Wayne
Henry, son of Mr.  and Mrs. M. W.
lienrf.--- -
Mrs. Leonard Wood spoke at the
meeting of the Kirksey School Parent-
Teacher Association.
20 Years' Ago
W-.2. Carter, superintendent of the
Murray City Schools, outlined the
objectives of a Citizens Committee
appointed by Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis to make a study of the city school
system. Officers of the committee are
Guy Billington, Fred Schultz, and
Lucille Austin.
Deaths reported include Carl L
Farris, 71.
Elder J. W. Hardwick of Booneville,
Miss., will be the guest speaker at
special services planned at the Lone
Oak Primitive Baptist Church.
Mary Jane Austin of Westfield, N. Y.,
was the Thanksgiving holiday guest of
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Crawford.
In high school basketball games
Douglas beat Dunbar, Cuba beat
Kirksey, Almo beat Murray Training,
and Farmington beat Hazel. Team high
scorers were D. Jackson 29 for Douglas,
Gibson 18 for Dunbar, Howard 27 for
Cuba, Reeder 38 for Kiiksey,
Fangerson 13 for Ahno, Shroat. 17 for
Murray Training, Smith 18 for Far-
mington, and Waters 12 for Hazel.
30 Years Ago
Ralph H. Woods, president of Murray
State College, will participate in a panel
discussion scheduled by the American
Vocational Association for its national
convention, Nov. 30 to Dec. 4, at
Milwaukee, Wisc.
Harry Miller, administrator of the
Murray Hospital, will attend the
American Hospital Associational
Institute on Hospital Public Relations,
Dec. 6 to 8, at New Orleans, La.
V. C. Carpenter, iniasionary from
Puerto Rico, will speak at the Woman's
Day services on Sunday at the First
Christian Church, -acbonding to the
pastor, the .Rev. Robert E. Jarman.
4111;1-KISL_ Pal - pan-bascraik-
Trevathim, Sue Cohoon, Verona Smith,
Rob Parker, Dan Shipley, .Mary
Virginia Williams', Barbara Vtu_va
Nell 'Boggess, Rozella Elkins, and
Eddie Dortch are members of the cast
of the play, "A Little Honey," to be
presented Dec. 2 at the Little Chapel.
Murray State College, by the junior
class of Murray Training School.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
.'Badlands of Dakota" starring Ann
Rutherford and Robert Stack.
By DONALD M. ROTHB ERG
Asaociated Press Writer
Congress' Volumn Stays
Same With Double Workers
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter's inflation watchers mien want
to check into an industry that produces
the same volume it did 20 years ago but
requires more than twice the workforce
and seven times the money.
That industry is eft:grass. -
After the close of each two-year
session, a box score is printed in the
Congressional Record that summarizes
items such as the number of days,
hours and minutes the Senate and
House met and the total of bills in-
troduced and eniated.
It's strictly numbers and so omits a
great deal about any congressional
session and the complexity of the issues
faced.
But the numbers are part of the story
and they've remained remarkably
stable over the years.
In 1977, the first year of the 95th
Congress, 15,386 bills were introduced
and 1,320 were passed. ..This year,
another 6,927 measures were in-
troduced and 1,648 passed, some of
them holdovers from the previous year.
The 85th Congress was-in session 2Q.
years earlier.
In 1957, 14,013 measures were in-
troduced and another 6,591 the next
year. The totals for bills and resolutions




In oiliarea, the 9f4.ti Congress dearly
outstripped the 85th: members talked
more, • .
During the two years of the 95th, the
-Senate 'me nowenston 7:7*-11001%.*Vid-
the Houite 1,097. The record of those
sessiens filled 86573 pages.
In the 85th Congress, the Senate met
1,875 hours and the House 1,148. Their
Proceedings filled only 33,402 pages of
the Congressional Record.
To handle that workload, staff sizes
have more than_ Jial*id in ae„ZO yes..ln
1958. the1511dgef ths House was $37.8
million and for the Senate $22.3 million.
The House figure for 1978 was $282.6
million and $166.4 million for the
Senate.
Of course, the Senate is bigger. In
1958. there were 96 senators
representing 48 states. That was the
year they opened a new building now
called the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.
Senators and their staffs had no
sooner moved into their new quarters
when Alaska and Hawaii Coined Met
Union and the size of the Senate
creased to 100 members.
An annex to the Dirksen building
under construction to deal with the. .
overcrowded conditions. It will coat!,
8120 million if current estimates hold'
true. No one thinks they will.
Funny World
The shoplifter was caught with the
camera ih his hand. "I don't know what
made me do it," he pleaded. "Forgive
me - I'll be glad to pay for it." The
manager agreed and they returned to
the counter. The thief's remorse faded
a little when he saw the bill for the
camera. "Come to think of it," he
b%VC.1,1 104111.. camera. .costa - Utile
more than I had in- mind, - 'could you
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esteyan Rally Spoils Racers' Opener
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
To both Murray state coach Ron
Greene and Tennessee Wesleyan coach
Dwain Farmer, last night's basketball
game meant a great deal.
The contest was the first for Greene
as Racer head coach and the season
opener for Murray, which faces a
rugged pre-Qhio Valley Conference
schedule. And to Farmer, it was a
chance for his NAIA small-college team
to spring an upset.
A second-half blitz in which the
Bulldogs hit 63 percent of their shots
and outscored Murray 26-10 over the
last 10-minutes-made-Farmer- happy
and provided Wesleyan with an 81-70
victory at the Sports Arena.
-This is one of the totighest games to
lose that I've ever been associated
with," said Greene. "We had hoped to
win this one, becatise it will be rough
going later."
Farmer, whose team entered the
game with a 2-3 mark after an 0-3 start,
hardly boasted afters' the game. "I
thought Murray had to chance to put us
away when they led 60-55," he said.
"But they had some shots come out that
should have gone in that gave us some
momentum."
Actually, the Racers sported a 60-53
lead before Wesleyan's Terry Long
sank a layup. That was the first two of
13 straight points that gave the
Bulldogs a 66-60 lead with 4:50 left.
Long ,and Jimmy Bryant, a
sophomore who led all scorers with 25
points, poured in all of Wesleyan's
scores in the stretch.
The Racers pulled back within three
at 69-66 - they had gone over six
minutes without scoring - on center
Mike Diederick's 18-footer, but could
get no closer. Bryant sank a 13-footer
and Long hit three straight layupS to'
give Wesleyan its biggest advantage,
79-68 with 18 seconds left.
"The thing about these kids," said
Farmer, "is that they know to beat
Murray, or any Division-I school, can
be a once-in-a-lifetime thing. So when
Murray didn't put us away when they
had the chance, they fought back."
Farmer's squad of 12 players
represented roughly three percent of
the Athens, Tenn., based-school's
student body of 400. And *although
Wesleyan finished 20-8 last season and
was voted to win the Volunteer State
Athletic Conference tale this year, it
hardly looked a winner in anything at
the start of the season. Losses came to
such names as Southern Benedicancia
Alabama, Triffon -University and
Belmont College.
But Wesleyan had since won its last
two in capturing the championship of
the four-team Rotary Classic in Lenoir
City, Tenn., this past weekend. •
That five-game experience worried
Greene prior to the game, and he felt it
was a significant factor. "We knew they
were a good shooting club, and I think
their experience showed when they hit
the shots that they had to in the second
half."
The Bulldogs sank 19 of 30 second-half
field-goal attempts to erase the 44-38
Racer halftime lead. Murray also
dominated the first-half rebounding
statistics, grabbing 23 to Wealeyan's 10.
"We were outrebounded by that big
margin the first half, but were down by
only six," said Farmer. "I felt like if we
could outrebound them in the second
half, we could win."
Wesleyan did - 15-12 - and those
small figures typified the shooting
accuracy of the Bulldogs in the second
half.
Bryant, with eight points, at the half,
hit eight of 12 thereafter, including the
three straight - all from at least 15 feet
- that pulled his team into its first lead
of the game.
"I shoot a sort-of set shot* from the
outside," said Bryant, -and I think
that's why they fell even though they
weren't exactly on target. The bail has
a softer touch than a jump shot."
Farris, who entered the game with a
228-181 career over 13 seasons of
coaching at Wesleyan, really wasn't
surprised with his team's shooting
success.
"We shot here earlier in the af-
ternoon, and all my player said the
goals were the best to shoot on they had
even seen," he said. -And we had shot
very well in our past two gernes." -
Senior John Randall led Racer
scorers_ with 16 point& -on eight-of -13
attempts. 6-5 senior guard Roy Taylor,
had 10 points by the half, but scored'
only four thereafter.
Greene inserted a fresh lineup late in
the first half for his starters, and he felt
the substitutes' defense was better at
times than that of the regulars. "I was
disappointed overall with our defense.
Many times the players that do the
scoring don't play as good defense as
others."
Randall and Allen Mann grabbed 10
missed shots to share rebounding
honors with Wesleyan's Carl Shivers,
but the Racer duo both had just six
between them in the second half.
"We were lackadaisical," Greene
said. "We didn't get on the floor or dive
for loose balls. I'm disappointed for our
fans, too. The student body supported
us well, but we didn't win."
Murray travels to Kansas to face the
Jayhawks, ranked fourth in the nation
in a preseason poll, Saturday. It then
hosts Mississippi College Dec. 5 before
road games at New Orleans and
Samford ( Ala.).
"We're definitely a long shot at
Kansas, and it could get rough record-
wise this month," said Greene. "I know
its an old axiom, but we didn't play with
intensity. It's a bitter, bitter defeat."
, Box Score Page 6)
We're- (Who?) No.* 1
Present Bowl Format Doesn't Decide The Best
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
From the cracker and
cotton country of the Deep
South, up through Western
Pennsylvania,- weaving
through the oil wells of
Oklahoma, into the bustling
auto capital of Michigan and
out to sunny California, people
by the thousands are-running
around in broad daylight with
their index fingers pointing
toward the sky.
What's happened? Has the
country sucidenly -'gone ber-
serk?
Relax. Nothing like that. It's
4111
almost showdown time for one
of the country's most sacred
holiday rituals - selection of
the college football team rated
the best of the season. -
-We're, o.1!" is a cry
resoun ria- each section
of the country.
Unfortunately, there is no
fixed formula for arriving at
rotation basis?
Like this, hypothetically this
year:
Dec.9 (Quarter-finals) -
Cotton: Oklahoma (10-1) vs.
Clemson,(10-1); Gator: Penn
State (11401ra. Nebraska ( 9-
2); AstrO4iluebonneta
Houston (8-2) vs. Alabama I 9-
1-0 ) or Georgia (8-1-1); Fiesta:
•
Tennessee Wesleyan's Jimmy Bryant scrambles for a loose ball with Murray State players John Randall (right), Aloe Mann and
Mike Diederick (background). Bryant, the game's leading scorer with 25 points, led a second-half surge that carried Wesleyan to
a 71 60 victory. Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
LA's Turnaround Quiets Critics
By Aux SACHARE
AP-Sports Writer
The Los Angeles Lakers
opened the season by losing
three in a row and four out of
five. There was talk that
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was
unhappy, that forwards
Adrian Dantley and Jamaal
Wilkes were on the trading
block, and that Coach Jerry
West's job was in danger.
Suddenly the Lakers started
winning, and, they kept on
winning - 14 in a row, the
longest streak in the National
Basketball Association this
season.
And suddenly, all that talk
"Our players have begun to
learn their roles;" said
AbdulJabbar, among the NBA
leaders in scoring, field goal
percentage, rebounding,
assists and blocked shots.
"Frequently teams have great
talent, but it's 'the style of the
players and their individual
play that keeps them from
Winning. We seem to have
overcome those problems."
- The Lakers also lost at
Atlanta Saturday 109-103,
which is a reminder of how
difficult it is to win on the road
- about two of every three
games are won by home
Jr  
an authentis_ unchalleriged _ssalthgta Cal• 4isappear.04„...akov.6.• aals-aea -Wawa- T-aaiaaa-ata lona-Wow-
1114-e'48-44,54441e. -frhthiganr.tr- -s5Te ntraTis are 3utirds re'lrdte'rde-fftMT6O Br
-National Football's League's Dec. • 16: -(Semifinals), being discussed and the the standings; at least early in
Super Bowl, baseball's World Survivors * Orange, Sugar _Lakers are being called title the season, until thing
Signs With Racers
Greg Blemlier, a 6-1, 175-
pound quarterback and safety -
from Hende-rion County High
School, • has signed a
scholarship grant-in-aid to
play football for Murray State
University, the Racer football
office has announced.
Blemkefa-W- two and one-
half seasons as signal-caller
for Henderson, completed 74
of 189 passes for 1,582 yards
and 23 touchdowns. He also
rushed 254 times for 1,053
yards.'
He was a second-team all-
state selection this year as a
defensive back.
Blemker was signed by




Calloway County boys basketball (1-1) vs Farmington;
Farmington, Ky.; preliminary, 6 p.m.
Murray High boys basketball (0-0) vs Trigg County;
Cadiz, Ky.; preliminary, 6 p.m.
Thursday _ _ _
Minna_ State women's haelialltaill 114) -vs--Eallt Ten.
'lessee; Johnsoh City, Tenn.
Calloway County girls basketball 13-0) vs Fulton City;
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Murray High Tiger football banquet; Colonial House
Smorgasbord, 6:30 p.m.; public invited; featured
speaker Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried.
Friday
Murray High boys vs Tilghman; home, preliminary, 6
p.m.
Ciilkirsigomity boys vs Ballard Memorial, LaCenter,
•
Saturday
Murray State men vs Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.
Murray State women vs Louisville at Louisville.
Sunday
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club, December










—110 irrit conteriters:iven thoUgh theirSertes---arad----Mtletaaapbals
competitions, including those
under the aegis of the NCAA.
The reason: The post-season
football bowls, dating back 76
years to the 1902 Rese Bowl,
have become so strongly
entrenched and so lucrative
that not even the powerful
NCAA dares tinker with them.
Until the NCAA sets up a
post-season playoff formula,
long advocated by coaches,
there probably never will be a
truly undisputed college
champion. Picked by polls, the
result never is completely
satisfying.
Buckle your seat belts. It's
certain to happen again as the
pawns fall into place for this
year's bowl extravaganza.
Penn State, rated No.1 on the
only perfect record (11-0
extant among the major
teams, probably will play 9-1
Alabermi ia the Sugar Bowl in
a game that to all intents and
purposes should settle the
issue provided Alabama
beats Auburn Saturday, no
lead-Pipe cinch.
'Why not a compromise plan
utilizing the established bowls
as elimination sites and
iieqi nating the title game
annually for one of the four
oldest bowls - Rose, Sugar,
Cotton and Orange - on a
Rose To Meet
KC Officials
°By the Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Pete
Rose, the Cincinnati Reds'
free-agent hitting star, will
meet Tuesday with officials of
the Kansas City Royals, ac-
cording to reports from
Cincinnati.
Royals General Manager
.'Joe -Burke had little to say
about the status of
negotiations with Bose, a 37-
year-old third baseman and
baseball's most sought-after
"trtitigefir ' "':••
"I can't comment on it. I
can't tell you what our plans
are," said Burke Monday
Jan. 1 (*Championship); streak waa stopped by the
a Rose Bowl (deference to age).
The eight finalists could be
chosen on their records. It's
not arguable that such a plan
would extend the season too
long. Bowl games now stretch
from Dec. 20 to Jan. 13. Other
bowls such as Hall Of Fame,
Holiday, Sun, Liberty,
Tangerine and Peach could be
fed into the system alternately
or could-----tarry on in-
dependently.




Bullets 113-103 at Landover,
Md. Friday oight.
"A lot of people have been
playing well and things have
been going right for us," said
West, who was a player when
Los Angeles established the
NBA record of 33 consecutive
victories in 1971-72. "We have
been playing consistent
basketball and everybody has
been playing real well
together. That's -what every
roach wants to see."
John Randall (right) looks up for the officiers'cutt in lost night's
Murray State Tennessee Wesleyan battle at the Sports Arena,
The Racers lost the boll oa the play, and Wesleyan rallied for on
81 70 victory. Staff Photo hy Ton% Wibion
balance out.
New Jersey, for example,
• got off to a 13-8 start. But
during that stretch, it did not
go on an extended road trip.
Boston has just started a
West Coast trip which should
provide a line on whether the
Celtics have indeed changed
for the better under player-
coach Dave Cowens. And
Detroit, a team that has been
decimated by injuries, begins
a West Coast road trip tonight
that should only add to their
troubles.
Phoenix, by contrast, won
four of five games on a recent
road trip. The Suns" 16-6






















Dr. Roger N. Carstensen
One of America's Premiere Bible Teachers was
featured on NBC Radio "Art of Living"
Sun:10:45 a.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.
Mon. & Tues:
Breakfast 710,8 a.m. a
MO • kr. 
. 1 •
'61ilening 6:3-0 io 8:30 pin.
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lloth Rose Ross (left) and Kim Willie enjoyed an outstanding eveitiog in Calloway County's 73-45 victory over St. Mary last nightthat pushed the Laker record to 3-0. Ross was the second leading scorer with 2C points - teammate Mina Todd had 25 • whileWillie pulled down 10 rebounds and scored eight points Staff Photos by Kevul Penick
Bradshaw, Swann Combination
Pushes Steelers Past 49ers 24-7
By ERIC PREWM'
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO — Terry
Bradshaw and Lynn Swann
are the National _Football
League's No. 1 passing
combination, and the load
can-ted by the Pittsburgh
Steelers' defense seems
considerably lighter today.
"I think we're all starting to
play better,- said linebacker
Jack Ham, who intercepted
two passes in Monday night's
24-7- victory over the San
,Francisco 49ers
- But only on offense had the
Steelers been struggling,
seonng one touchdown in each
of their previous two games.
Bradshaw was intercepted
four times and Swann caught
no- passes in last week's 7-6
. decision over Cincinnati. •
-.4a:.'3AlsaPossecr
too, which is what we
- have to do," said Swann after
twe touchdown
panes and totaling 134 -yards
on eight receptions against the
49ers.
The victory was over a team
that went down fighting, 31-28,
a week earlier to the Los
Angeles Rams, who held the
Steelers to just 59 yards
rushing two weeks ago.
"The Steelers are a great
football team," said Fred
O'Connor, 0-4 since becoming
San Francisco's head coach.
"We have three teams coming
up New Orleans, Tampa Bay
and Detroit that we can
compete against."
If the 49ers, 1-12 after, eight
straight defeats, lose .1heir
final three games, they'll set
an NFL record for losses in
one season.
"I got my confidence back
tonight," said Bradshaw, who
took the NFL lead in touch-
11-yard toss to John SLallworth
in the fourth period.
A request was Made that the




DAYTON, Ohio — Cincinnati Reds manager Sparky
Anderson has been fired, the Dayton Daily News said
today in a copyrighted story.
His replacement will be John McNamara, former
manager of the Oakland Athletics and the San Diego
Padres.
Dick Wagner, president and general manager of the
Reds met with Anderson Monday in Los Angeles and told
Anderson tie would be paid the last year on his contract for
doing nothing.
The newspaper said the Reds were to announce the
managerial change at a mid-morning news conference.
the City- Hall assassinations
earlier Monday of San
Francisco Mayor George
Moscone and Supervisor
Harvey Milk, but the NFL
decided the nationally
televised would go on as
scheduled.
Pittsburgh made its record
11-2, best in the NFL, and has
a two-game lead over the
Houston Oilers in the
American Football Con-
ference Central Division. The
Gaols
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Steelers play in Houston on
Sunday and can clinch the title
with a victory.
Stettin caught scoring
passes of 22 and 25 yards,
raising his NFL-leading total
to 11 touchdown' receptions.
He has a career-high 57
reCeptions this season and is
tied with Seattle's,. Steve
Largent for the AFC lead.
Calloway Girls Wallop
St. Mary, Now Stand 3-0
By KEVIN PkNiCK
Spert.s Writer
Mina Todd scored 25 points
and pulled down 12 rebounds
to lead the Calloway County
guts basketball team to a 73-45
trouncmg of Paducab St:-
Mary in Jeffrey Gymnasium
last night.
The Lakers outplayed the
Vikings in every respect with
the possible exception of free
throws. Calloway hit seven of
il from the charity stripe; St.
Mary, 11 of 15.
The Vikings were never
really in the game as the
Lakers began to dominate the
boards in the first minutes of
action. Calloway's Genger
Coursey and Kim Willie pulled
down 21 rebounds between
them in the contest.
The first quarter was
unexciting after the Lakers
established their early lead
Viking Mary Anne Larken led
St. Mary's throughout the first
half as she scored eight of her
rune total points.
"1 thought we looked real
good, and although Stephanie
Wyatt and Melissa Miller got
into foul trouble early, they
handled themselves well and
didn't foul the rest of the
game," said Calloway coach
Marianne Davis.
The second period offered
little change, although the
Viking girls did atempt to pick
up the pace. The takers were
undaunted by their effort and
merely stepried up their own
pace and streached the lead to
21 points.
'I was especially pleased •
with our ability to run with
them. Our play was smooth
and we had a lot of assists
which shows that we were
Southwest Teams
Split With Rebels
Cindy Anderson pumped in
10 points to propel the South-
west Calloway girls'
basketball squad to a 25-17
triumph over South Marshall
in junior:high basketball at
Southwest last night.
In the boys' game, South
Marshall tripped the Lakers
59-45.
The Laker girls jetnped
ahead 10-6 after one period,
but were scoreless in the
second as Sonth Marshall
pulled within a basket- at
halftime.
Southwest outscored the
Rebels 15-9 thereafter for their
second straight win.
Tracy Can-away's 19' points
paced the Southwest boys in
their losing effort. Darren
Howard added 10, and Pat
Hicks scored six.
The Southwest teams travel
to Hickman Middle Thursday
for a 6!30 p.m. contest.
Racer-Bulldog Box
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Southwest girls 25 — Cindy
Anderson, 10; Donna Coles.7;
Lynn Cothran, 6; Tammy
Trees, 2; Melissa Paschall, 0;
Rhonda McAlister, 0.
South Marshall girls 17 —
Talbert, 9; Cothran, 2;
Keyser, 2; White, 4.
South Marshall boys 59 —
r Weaver, 21; Lovett, 11;
amble, 10; Butler, 10;
Thompson, 5; Morgan, 2.
Southwest boys 45— Tracy
Carraway,-* 19; Darren
Howard, 10; Pat Hicks, 6; Jeff
Butterworth, 4; Monte Ray, 4;
Jeff Paschall, 2.
passing well," Davis added,
The Calloway girls had a
total of 15 assists in the con-
test.
The third quarter looked
like an instant replay to many
of the fans as Ross and Todd
continued to score repeatedly
as other Laker team members
slipped the ball to them in
spite of the Vikings' frantic
defense.
Calloway never gave St.
Mary a chance to come back.
Viking center Cathy Willet
made an effort to rally her
team and, with 'the aid of
teammates Mary Kaler and
Larken, St. Mary managed to
outscore Calloway in the final
quarter 20-12.
The effort was a futile one,
however, although eight of the
20 points came in the final two
minutes of action. The fact
that several less experienced
players saw action in the final
quarter contributed to the
Viking's minor flurry.
"I was pleased with Mina
Todd and Rose Ross," said
Davis. They fed the ball to
each other and to the other
players. Even though Ross
and Todd were the out-
standing scorers, the other
players worked the ball to
them and helped them to
score. I was really pleased
with my team's play. Mimi
Winchester came- in and
played a great second half and
Kim Willie played an out-
standing third quarter for us.
Renee Overbey played an
excellent game and handled
the ball well."
Calloway, 3-0, hosts Fulton
City Thursday. St. Mary fell to
1-4. It defeated Reidland
earlier in the year.
Frosh boys 39, St. Mary 37
Ricky Houston scored 10
points and hauled down seven
rebounds to lead the Calloway
boys freshman team past St.
Mary.
Dan Key was the- leading
scorer for the'Lakers with 15
points, followed by Houston,
Ricky Sheridan (8) and Das
Hargrove (4). Brad Miller
chipped in five assists.
The victory was the second
straight without a defeat for
the takers.
Calloway — Dan Key, 15;
Ricky Houston, 10; Ricky
Sheridan, 8; Don Hargrove, 4;
Brad Miller, 2.
St. Mary — Matchem, 12;
Smith, 8; Dias, 6; Harper, 2;
Leidecker, 0.
takers 73, Vikissgs 49
fg Igo It ho rb pf
Rose Ross 8 19 4 7 4 2
Mimi Winchester 1 2 0 0 0 3
Down Redden 2 6 0 0 1 4
Mina Todd 12 16 1 1 12 2
Stephanie Wyatt 3 5 0 0 11 3
Melissa Miller 1 2 0 0 4 2
Kim Willie 4 8 - 0 0 10 1
Renee Overby 2 5 0 0 3 2
Lobonno Overby 0 0 2 2 1 0
fatal's. 33 69 7 10 46 15 71
17 11 15 • 45
St. Mary -- Callen Tockett, 9; Karen Roof, 9, Mary Anne Lorken,
9: Lillian Neal. 6, Cathy Wale, 12
Calloway 7) /9 21 12-73












0 Keith Oglesby puts up a shot attempt after a rebound stijoinst Tennessee Wesleyan's CoriShivers. Oglesby came off the bench to score eight points, but the Racers were beaten 81 70 in70 their season opener last night,
Staff rhot9 by Tony Wilson
point victory over Paducah St Merry • The Me wee Carew!
County's third straight without o defeat. staff Pluto by Nevin Penirti
Inter-Collegiate
RODEO
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How much does the rule in in-
terest rates on home mortgages
affect the sale of houses? Au-
thoritative opinions range from
i "greatly" through "considers-
, bly" to not very much."
_ The truth is that, from a per-
sonal standpoint, the answer is
embodied in the reply to anoth-
er question: How badly do I
need a house?
If you have been transferred
by your company to a different
-- area, you wtll be in the market
, for a house whether the interest
rate is 9 percent or 10 percent
or 11 percent.
Ditto if you cannot get a suit-
able job where you live but can
somewhere else. Ditto if your
0 family has outgrown its present
wresidence and needs larger liv-
ing quarters. Dttto if the size of
your family has shrunk and a
smaller house is required.
Ditto if your income has risen
sharply and you feel the need
to live in' a more expensive
neighborhood% And ditto if the
a
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rate of inflation has- sliced a
piece off your fixed income and
you must live in a less costly
house with smaller monthly
payment!.
While these conditions seem
to cover nearly everyone who
moves, they actually . don't
Hundreds of thousands of fami-
lies who don't fit into any of
t h es e categories normally
change residences for-ane rea-
son or another. They include
those who feel their present
neighborhoods are deteriorat-
ing, those whose maintilharice
costs are increasing every year
because their houses are suffer-
ing the ailments of old age and
those who feel the urge to move
every six or seven years even
when there Is no particulacrea-
son to do so.
When interest rates on mort-
gages go up or mortgage loans
are hard to obtain (the two are
not necessarily the same),
these hundreds Of thousands of
families often withdraw from
the home-purchasing market.
Some of them sit tight, waiting
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
• Magic Nat Chimney Sweeps
159-4878
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
John Smith Ron Talent
From canary of Homes Agent, Ron Talent
ABETTER BUY
Sure mortgage interest rates are higher than they
were, but so are the market values of homes and
land. Please believe me when I say that even at
today's inflated prices and interest rates, real estate
is a better buy than anything else you can go after
with borrowed dollars.
Financing for other purchases often costs twice as
much - and these things depredate while a house
usually grows in value. Check the trade-in value of
your car When you turn it in for a new one. Also for
the past ten years, real estate values have doubled
• the increase in the Dow Jones average.
In this sense, real estate is the most worth-while
investment you can make, and your best protection
_against inflation. And tap 't forge..L.Ate







tor a more opportune tune to
make a move..)Iany, especially
those inth houses and in-
cluding who need larger
living quarters, decide that it is
wiser to spend $8,006410,000 on
remodeling projects than buy-
ing other houses. That is why
the home rentocleling business
is having Its biggest boom year
in a long time.
Thus, houses don't sell as
well on the average in days of
high interest rates on home
mortgages, as now. But where
people need houses, the interest
charges seem to have no effect.
Banks, savings and lean associ-
ations and other lending in-
stitutions continue to have
large backlogs of loan appli-
cations in certain areas of Cali-
fornia and Texas and other
places where burgeoning in-
dustries have created huge de-
mands for more housing.
Still another reason why
some persons are not deterred
from buying homes regardless
of the interest increases is that
property has become ap. in-
flation hedge.
Once there was a theory that
stocks were the best investment
in periods of inflation because
they rose as the rate of in-
flation went up. Today, the re-
verse is generally true. The
stock market is scared of in-
flation these days. Houses, on
the other hand..have increased
in price along with the steady
rise in inflation. In fact, they
are tied together so tightly that
it is difficult to determine
which is following the other or,
in fact, whether they aren't ac-
tually one.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
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AN OUTDOORSY LOOK is given to the exterior of this
three-bedroom, streamlined ranch with the use of natural
wood vertical siding, stone and rustic trim. The living room
features a decorative atone fireplace. Sliding doors give ac-
cess to a huge patio in the rear, and the bedroom wing is com-
pletely separated from the rest of the 1":498-square-foot
house For more information on Plan HA1062H,
write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope—to










Bedspreads and draperies of
damask and raw silk, lush bro-
cades and cut velvets woven on
hand looms are typical of Ital-
ian imports reflecting what the
textile trade believes is a trend
to natural fibers: cotton, wool
. and silk.
Jite  GIUID







What do you do with all those
pumpkins you raise, as a food
crop, for Halloween, as a novel-
ty, or just to determine wheth-
er you caq get them to grow?
The a ay• lie in the type
or variety of pumpkin you
raise.
Helen and Emil Dander of
Langhorne Gables, Pa., know a
lot about pumpkins. They've
even written a "The Complete
Pumpkin Cook Book," with
more than 320 recipes you can
make with fresh or canned
pum p k in , including soups,
breads, cakes, cookies, pies,
muffins, puddings or main or
side diahes. They have applied
for record cookbook status in
the Guinness Book of "-Records.
They claim to have written the
greatest number of recipes us-
ing. the same single ingredient
— pumpkin, of course.
But back to some basics
about pumpkins. Many brand
names are used for the same
variety of pumpkin seeds. Ex-
ample: Connecticut Field is
also known as Big Tom and
Jack O'Lantern by various seed
companies. Connecticut Field
and Sugar pumpkin are those
commonly displayed at the
roadsteads in the fall.
The Sugar pumpkin generally
weighs about six potinds and























weighs from 15 to 30 pounds
and grows about 18 inches in
diameter. The variety labeled
Big Max can reach 100 pounds
and measure up to 70 inches in
diameter.
Sugar pumpkin is the sweet-
est and makes fine pies. Con-
necticut Field is excel:ent for
Halloween carving and can be
used for pies and cannaug. You
can use Big Max for your local
fair or just for boasting,.
The Dandars, a husband and
wife team, note that -apple
seeds and the apple tree itself
were brought to America from
England in 1628 by John Endi-
cott of the Bay Colony Pil-
grims, bpt the purnpxm was
beina ...aid much earlier as
oo4
say the. Indians were respon-
sible for refining the variety.rif
squash now called the pufnpkin
-1 trey retie d-- -It'fs--
quotersquash"
As early as 1800 B.C., say the
authors of the book from Ster-
ling Specialties Cook Books,
Penndel, Pa. 19047), pumpkin
seeds and stems were found in
Mexico, South America and in
Southwestern areas of the
United States.
You can stare pumpkins for
two to three months in a dry,
ventilated area.
When our own three children
were growing up, we prepared
personal Jack O'Lantern pump-
kins for each. When the pump-
kins were four inches in diame-
ter and still growing, we
scratched initials on them with
a nail. The scratches resembled
raised printing as the pumpkins
developed. There was no su-
gabbling over to whom the big-
gest pumpkin belonged.
Here's one of the Dander rec-
ipes:
Pumpitin Rice Fritters: Com-
bine in mixing bowl 1 cup
pumpkin, kt cup cooked rice, 1
beaten egg, 1 tablespoon melted
margarine, 2 tablespoons milk,
• 1 cup flour, 1 teaspoon baking
powder, ta teaspoon baking
.soda, 1 tablespoon sugar, 'a
teaspoon cinnamon, teaspoon
salt, dash of onion salt.
Mix and drop by tablespoon
into hot oil. Brown on both
sides. Serve with confectioners
sugar or maple syrup or plain
Makes 12 hitters.
Potato Vises
If your potato vines turned
brown early and died, potato
leafhoppers t hopperburn I may
be the cause. Snapbearis and
eggplant also may suffer from
the leafhopper The immature
insects feed on tbe leaves, in-
jecting a toxin that kills the
leaves. Check the underside of
leaves for small, wedge-shaped
insects that run- sideways or
backwards when disturbed and
treat with insecticide.
Forty exhibitors recently
crossed the Atlantic for a New
York City trade showing called
Texitalia Casa '78. In addition -
to ornate bedspreads and drap-
eries, they presented creations
in upholstery fabrics, household
linens, carpets,. wall-to-wall
floor coverings and wall cov-
erings — at prices medium-
high to high.
".'In home furnishings today,
the fashion emphasis is on nat-
ural fibers," says Italian Trade
Commissioner Lucio Caputo.
"But synthetics are also used
because of practicality and the
easy care features they add to
such products as table linens,
bed linens, curtains and drap-
eries."
Household linens have be-
come "a fashion area," Caputo
says. "The trend is for natural -
colors in linen — soft, suffused
beiges. There is also an empha-
sis on the romantic Victorian
prints of. the 1800s in tiny pat-
terns."
Wool blankets ,were shown by
the Italian group for the first
time in the United States. Pre-
viously, they. were produced
chiefly for. domestic coo-
sumption.
The blankets featured natural
stripes in alpaca or cashmere,
—and palatal plaids-and
wool. The accent was on. warm
shades of earthy tones from
natural to brown.
In draperies itrekethee
rating fabrics, silk, linen and
cotton fibers dominated, but
acrylics and polyesters also
Imaginative weaves abound-
ed. A flame stitch was
abounded. A flame stitch was
popular for upholstery fabrics
as were small boucles in tiny
patterns and natural colors. Ap-
pliques on both smooth-finished
and embroidered fabrics in-
dicated still another trend.
Overall, there was an increase
in jacquards, brocades, damask
and velvet.
This was evident in the col-
lection by Lisio of Florence.
Many of the patterns for uphol-
stery fabrics, bedspreads and
draperies were styled after an-
cient designs amid paintings and
applied to "lampas," an elabo-
rately embellished fabric wo-
ven with a double warp.
One called "Ornato" comes
from an antique ceramic vase
of Hispano-Arabic inspiration in
the 15th century. A brocade,
"Bisanzio" design, was copied
from a fabric of the 7th century
used for wrapping relics in the
"Sancta Sanctorurn" of St.
John Lateran, Rome, and de-
picts the allegoric haloed roost-
er of earlier Christian times.
Still Lowther design reproduces
the detail of the garment of
Flora in Botticelli's painting,
"Primavera:"
Another firm divided its col-
lection between patterns and
textures taken from ancient
documents and those following
contemporary concepts.
The shift in fiber preference
is borne out by recent export
figures. In a 1977 expansion of
U. S. imports of Italian textile
goods, Caputo says cotton fig-
- ured prominently, representing
•over $22 million, and silk im-
ports rose to $15 million, doubt-
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Here's the Answer 
By ANDy,LANG
AP Newsfeateres
Q 1 recenUy moved into a
house which has light cedar
shingles on the outside. I did
not want them finished with
anything, but now have decided
they should be covered with a
wood preservative. However, I
like the light color of the
shingles arid want to keep them
that way. Is there any wood
preservative which will retain
the original color of the
shingles?
A. — Any kind uf finish, even
if it is called "clear," will
darken the wood slightly. The
shingles may even darken more
over a long period of time.
Even if you did not put any
preservative on the shingles,
they would change color over
the years, usually to some
shade of gray or tan.
Q. — Last year we had an
underground sprinkling system
installed around our house,
since we have quite a large
amorrnt of grass that must be
taken care of. It works fine, but
a leak developed this year. I
believe the pipe used is poly-
ethylene. Is there some special
way to repair this or is it done
the same as with a plastic
hose?
A. — The repair is basically
the same as with a plastic
hose. Find the leaky area, cut
it out with a sharp knife, mak-
ing straight cuts on either side
of it. Go to a hardware store,
lumber yard or building-supply
establishment, taking along the
piece of pipe that you have cut
out. This will enable the dealer
to determine the kind of plastic
pipe installed around your
house, because different types
must be repaired in slightly dif-
ferent ways. Generally, though,
the repair is similar to that
made on a plastic hose, calling
for the use ot one or more cou-
plings.
Q. — A few months ago you
had an article about the correct
way to apply lacquer with a
brush. 1 did not save the dap-
ping, but used lacquer recently.
The finish came out very bad.
It was all wrinkled. Can you
tell nie what I might have done
wrong?
A. — While it is difficult to be
certain, there are two possi-
bilRies. One is that you napy
have made the mistake of ap-
plying the lacquer over a paint-
ed surface, in which case fOe
lacquer would have acted aar;ii
kind of paint remover
caused the. paint to wringd.
The other is that you
out the lacquer, which must
applied quickly and then
gone over again. In either ce4p,
try rubbing the wrinkled fin*
with lacquer thinner to smolt)
it out But be careful. Lacqver
thinner is flammable and vol-
atile and must be used where
there is plenty of ventilatien





Murray, Ky. 42071 753-4150
We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty & Protection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
Woad too or oat from eity nom( or wait. Sig wertkos medals Ilse*
pies sins union, boaria eatessories a wood sieves swil rotated gift
Irons.
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE









Wood Windows & Doors
if.you are -Willing or remodeling it will pay
you to see us.
All Sales Cash
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Jonestown Survivors To Begin
Returning To U.S. This Week
. GEORGETOWN, Guyana
tAP) — Jonestown servivors
will begin returning to the
United States this week,
perhaps starting Wednesday,
after Guyanese authonties sift
out suspects and material
- entnesses to the Peoples
Temple suicide-murders. U.S.
and Guyanese officials say.
Guyanese police were
making a complete inventory
. of the camp and questioning
sect members at Georgetown
headquarters to determine
which of the 80 survivors will
be permitted to leave this
South American nation.
"Their status is being
reviewed, and some will be
allowed to go," Assistant
Commissioner Skip Roberts
said Monday. Some will be
held for judicial proceedings."
Two Americans have been
charged with murder, and
three others were questioned
Monday for the second time
about the death ceremony in
which 908 Americans and one
Guyanese died at the Rev. Jim
Jones' religious commune in
northwest Guyana.
The three were Tim Carter,
28. and his brother, Michael,
20, both Of Boise, Idaho, and
Michael Prokes, 32, a former
Moresto, Calif., television
newsman.
We just wanted to question
them some more 2nd go back
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Roberts added that sonic of
the survivors might begin
leaving Wednesday
, The two men under arrest
are Larry Layton, 32, of San
Francisco, who is charged
with killing Rep. Leo J. Ryan,
D-Calif., and four others, with
him at an airstrip hear
Jonestown, and Charles Belk-
man, 43, of Indianapolis, who
is charged with killing a
Peoples Temple staff member
in Georgetown and her three
children.
Only one of the surviving
cultists has returned from
Jonestown to the United
States. He was Miguel
DePina, 84, who was in a
Georgetown hospital during
the mass poisoning m which
his wife died.
U.S. Embassy officials said
the returning survivors would
be flown to the Charleston,
S.C., Air Force Base and
would be subject to normal re-
entry procedures for
American citizens .returning
from abroad. They said the





Education and Welfare would
interview cult members -who
are willing" about the
Jonestown events. • '
In Charleston, the FBI said
its agents would also question
the returning cultists and
would arrest any who might
have participated in the
slaying of Rep. Ryan or
conspired in the killing.
Although Layton has been
arrested for' the killing of the
five, survivors of the attack at
the airstrip said six or eight
other men took part in the
attack.
The murder of a
congressman is a federal
crime, regardless of where it
occurs, and any participant
can be charged with con-
spiracy.
. Ryan and three U.S.
newsmen killed with him had
gone to Jonestown to in-
vestigate reports that cultists
were being held there against
there will and were being
abused.
CONSTRUCT MA FH GAMES — Mrs. linnie Hooks' fifth grade class at East Elementaryrecently constructed their own math games, using multiplication facts as bases forrules. Shown here making the games (from left) is Barbie Buffington, Melissa Housden,
Jamie McKnight, Stacy Darnell, Allen Jones, Tim Weatherford and Mickey Garrison,
Carroll Implies That He'll Let
Stovall, Lawmakers Figure Cuts
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFOUT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has im-
plied strongly that he will let
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
the Legislature figure out how
to cut the state budget if they
decide to reduce taxes.
His comment at an informal
news conference Monday was
something of a turnabout for
the governor, who said last
week that he might be offering
some options when a special
sesion begins Dec. 11.
Mrs. Stovall on Nov. 17-
called a special legislative
session in the absence from
the state of Carroll, listing on
her agenda a- tax relief
package and changes in fines
under Kentucky's new court
system.
"I'm interested in knowing
where the cuts are coming
from," the governor said.
Last Week, he implied that
Mrs. Stovall lacked the
leadership to guide the
lawmakers on that matter and
thus he might have to play a
role.
Carroll responded similarly
to financial proposals by
House Republicans earlier in
the day.
The GOP caucus asked him
to add three subjects to Mrs.
Stovall's call, including
e actment of legislation
I AM---BUT MY DOG EXPECTS
LEFTOVERS
Atemiiiii I 1?1-iiit;a4Ta .CQ41EeRrAL L eir ei
requiring a 10 percent annual
reduction in state spending for
all state agencies through
1980.
Carroll said 80 percent of the
state's General Fund budget
includes spending for
education, health and welfare.
He said a 10 percent
reduction in school ap-
propriations would amount to
$80 million annually.
"I'd be interested to






"I think they have to be
more specific."
The Republicans also called
for legislation making welfare
fraud a felony instead of e.
misdemeanor, and 'Carroll
said his administration
already has been considering
a special session to do that,
which he said Republicans
should have known by reading
the newspapers.
The third suggestion by the
House GOP was for legislation
-limiting any further growth
In state taxes and revenues to
the percentage of real
economic growth in the
(:ommonwealth for the
preceding biennium."
Carroll said that has to be
done anyway because the
State budget cannot exceed
accurate revenue forecasts.
State Rep. Louie Guenthner
Jr., vice chairman of the
Republican • Platform Com-
mittee, said at a news con-
ference in Louisville that if
freeze on the state's portion of
property taxes."
The —lieutenant governor
said she realizes that local
governments need money to
operate "and I particularly do
not wish to remove any in-
come from our schools."
However, she said, she
believes there is enough
money in state government to
afford relief to the taxpayer.
Carroll disagreed, saying
that the commonwealth would
lose money from projected
federal aid cuts and from
reduced coal severance tax
receipts because of the likely
decline in coal shipments in
the wake of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad's 22
percent rate increase.
Mrs,Stovall also said work
on the bills she will present to
the General Assembly "is
coming along well," but that
details are not yet ready for
release.
The governor, in his
remarks to reporters, said he
does not "see any particular
value at the moment" in
adding workmen's com-
pensation revision to the
special session call.
"I don't see any solution
anyone has advanced," he
said.
The workmen's com-
pensation law in Kentucky has
been criticized by both
thisiness and labor, but an
attempt at thorough revision
was unsuccessful in the 1978
regular
Country Music Show
carrell .ia..lerieuS aQvt. tgA AntSmel_
suggestions to the legislative
I agenda.
-If he's serious only-to-the
extent that he wants to involve
the issue of tax relief in the
gubernatorial race, then I
don't expect hell add them,"
Guenttmer said.
In connection with the
special session call, the
governor — for the first time
— said that Mrs. Stovall was
influenced by politics.
"It is essentially one of the
characteristics that moves us
back into politics 30 or 35
years ago," he said.
The reference was to a
  special session call by then-IA.
Gov. A. B. "Happy" Chandler
in 1935 in the absence from
•::Kenfiieli*--or—GoV.. --Ruby
Laffoon.. — • .. •
The sessibn was held, the
state's primary election date
was changed and Chandler
succeeded Laffoon as
governor.
Carroll earlier had ex-
-, pressed- Shock at the call and
later added that it was
irresponsible.
"1 would hope she (Mrs.
Stovall) does not make me a
captive of the state because
It's not in the best interests of
__the state," he said.
That was in answer to a
question on whether he is
concerned about future un-
predictable actions by the
lieutenant governor in his
absence.
Carroll plans to fly to
Washington today for a
conference with federal of-
ficials and other governors On
the impact of planned federal
budget cuts on state revenues.
Mrs. Stovall also had
scheduled the same trip, but
her office said Monday she
would not be going.
Meantime, Mrs. Stovall
issued a statement which she
said should clarify the con-
fusion relating to her proposed
property tax freeze.
"1 wish to make it perfectly
clear thelmy proposal willnot
affect 'schools, nor the power
she said. "It merely places a
At East School
(Continued From Page Our
and bring out what is good in
each of our hearts."
City Hall steps were
bedetked with flowers tied in
wide black ribbons. Tiny
candles burned near the
flowers.
The San Francisco Park and
Recreation Commission asked
the National Football League
to postpone Monday night's
nationally televised game at
Candlestick Park between the
San Francis° 49ers. and the
Pittsburgh Steelers to observe
the tragedy. The NFL said it
was too late.
Many of the marching
thousands were homosexuals,
demonstrating in tribute to
Moscone and Milk, the city's
first avowed gay official.
White was the board's most
ardent opponent of
homosexual rights, and Milk
reportedly urged Moscone not
to reappoint him.
Milk tape-recorded a
message a year ago and asked
a friend to release its contents
if he were killed. In it, Milk
urged supporters to turn their
anger at his death into con-
structive pursuits and asked
homosexuals to "come out"
and acknowledge their sexual
identities.
Police and city officials
speculated the slayings were
motivated by money and
power.
White, married and father
of a 4-month-old son, quit the
Board of Supervisors Nov. 10
after serving one year. He
said its $9,600 salary was not
enough to support his wife and
child.
-The Hot Potato," a fried
potato stand he owned on
Fisherman's Wharf, didn't
turn enough profit to make up
the difference between his
salary and the $19,000 he had
made fighting fires. Under
city rules, he had to quit that
job to take, the supervisor job.
But two days after his
resignation, buoyed by his 16
siblings' offer- to loan him
money, he asked for his job
Moscone, a liberal and a
political' opponent of the
conservative White, refused.
Moments before Moscone
planned to announce his ap-
pointment of Don Horanzy as
White's successor, White
walked into the mayor's of-
fice. The two met alone in the
back of Moscone's second
floor suite. Press secretary
Mel Wax speculated White
was begging to be reappointed
to the board. '
Then came three loud
bangs. One of the mayor's
secretaries looked out a
window to see if a truck had
evening. backfired.
_
White, a former police Of-
ficer and fireman and the
youngest person ever to serve
as a supervisor, could be
sentenced to death if con-
victed of the slayings.
Moscone, who turned 49
Friday, and 'Milk, 48, were
each shot three times, the
mayor twice in the head.
Moscone will be buried
Wednesday. Milk will be
cremated Friday night, aides
said.
Police said the men were
shot with a .38-caliber Smith &
Wesson handgun, standard for
police officers, which they
theorized White had .carrled
into City Hall.
Officials said White
probably had entered City
Hall through an unguarded
side door used by officials, or
even strolled past police
guards at the main door
without passing through the
metal detector there.
-This is an unparalleled
time in San Francisco," a red-
eyed Ms. Feinstein said in a
special meeting of the board
after the slayings.
"If there was ever a time for
this city to pull itself
together... this is that




Teacher Club will sponsor a
chili supper and country
music show on Saturday, Dec.
2, at the school.
Supper will be served
starting at 5:30 p.m. The
Country Music Show will start
at 7 p.m. and will feature The
Country Trend, Miller-Street
Trio, Poplar Spring Quartet,
and other local talent.
Admission for the show will
be $1 per adult and 50 cents
per child.
- The public is encouraged to
attend the supper and show to
support the school and the





MACKV1LLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two Washington County
brothers, members of the
Mackville Fire Department,.
died early Monday, ap
parettly asphyxiated by
fumes from a fire department
tanker they were refilling with
water, officials said.
James Martin Hardin, 23,
the assistant fire chief, and his
brother, Roy Douglas Hardin,
17, a firefighter, were found
dead about & a.m. by two men
who noticed lights on in the
fire station, authorities said.
Officials said the two Ipund
the truck running, the statiow
filled with fumes and the
'Hardin brothers dead.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
Nov 24)975 • •
Kentucky Purchase Area Holt Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 9111 FM 450 Rarrnw,•
Gilts .25 • 50 lower Sows $1 00 lower
US I -2 200-2801bn. . $48.00-48.25 few 48 50
US 2 208-240 lbe .• 647 75.48 On
US 2-3 246-250 Itin 1. .444 75-47 75
US 2-4 260-20Dllys . $41 75.4875
Sows
US I-2270-35011)s $37 00-$8.00
836.0087 GeOrge Galksgher 7518129- Geri AnderStio293-1932
137•!' iv • Harry Patterson 75 553 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
C.00-39 50
Bill Pinkston, associate
professor of economics at
Murray State University, will
discuss the topic, "The
Financial Implications of
College Athletic Programs,"
at the weekly luncheon of the
United Campus Ministry on
Wednesday.
Pinkston received his B. A.
degree from the University of
Omaha and his B.S.C. and
M.A. from the University of
Iowa.
The informal UCM luncheon
will be served in the Con-
ference 'Room of Ordway Hall,
North • 15th and, Olive
Boulevard, at 12:30 p.m. on
Wednesday. The cost is $1.25
per person.
Students, faculty, and the
general public are encouraged
to participate, a UCM
spokesman said. For more
information, persons may call
the UCM office at 753-3531. -
Deward's Chapel Is
Holding Revival
. Revival services are now in
progress at the Deward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church on
Highway 94 East. Services are
being held at 7 p.m. teach
aservicles: the rteis andv.
Balentine, according to the
vstor.
Lloyd Underhill, who invite
the public to attend.
2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S
13th., phone 753-3128. , 
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to








person in state approved
home. 753-6392.
minutes later, sprawled on the
floor, when a deputy mayor
-walked-in for an appointment,-
"I suppose he was killed in-
stantly," said Wax.
2. NOTICE
FOR SPECIAL PRICES on
Oil paintings, prints,
lithographs and frames,
check Goodman's Art Shack












THE OUTCOME IS INCOME
Extra nice' duplex apartment just ,listed. Each
side has 2 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
bath. Modern Kitchens have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just outside the city limits, so
you only pay county taxes. A beautiful way to be
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27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972, 2 BEDROOM, 'gas,
completely furnished,
harvest gold appliances new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. WOO. Call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
completely furnished.
Carpeted, includes washer
and dryer, .central air,
economical gas heat, deck
with awning and storage
area, underpinning and
anchors. Must be seen at B.12
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
Call 753-5163.
1969 MAR IOTT, 12 X 52
mobile home, 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air, and
underpinned David Boyd.
753-8780.
TRAILOR FOR SALE. 2
bedrooms, large living ram,
fully carpeted, air con-
ditioning, 759-1170, after 5
pm. 
1972 5TH AVENUE,1-2 X 60.2
bedroom, central air, un-
derpirthed and strapped,
furnished with house fur-
niture. Extra nice. David
Boyd, 753-8780.
28. MOIR. HOME RENTS
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer
Court. Call 489.2533.
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court.
29. HEATING & COOLING
SACE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Delux cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors and
grates. Complete , with
blower, $299.99 Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
.to Murray ,State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 prn. •
32. APTS, FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM duplex, par




- drive way, nice, neigh-
borhood. Married couple or
single. 753-3019.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment for mimic On
small apartment for girl. No
pets. Call 753.3106.
FURNISHED APART
MEN-T, near hospital on 8th
St. Water furnished. Call 753
1450.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 4 room house,
bathroom, couples only, no
pets, phone 492-8360. 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, on
old Murray and Paris Road,
Couple. No pets. Deposit.
$130 per month. Call after 6
pm 753-1287.
36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR. LEASE: 6 acre farm
with 3 bedroom house. $235










$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
S20.-up. 10 )(...„2.2 Sheds, 10
centiSQ. ft-UO.753-7400. 
37. LIVE STOCK-SUPP.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2889 
PIGS, 8 weeks, 436-2280. 









pleasure horse. Call 759-4688.
11. PUBLIC SALES 
1964, 3" PASSENGER
CHURCH BUS. Mail in your
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
Church, -Box 161, Benton, KY
42025, by Dec. 6. We reserve
the right to refuse any or all
bids. Bus can bir seen at the
Church
43.-R EAL ESTATE
50 ACRES FOR SALE, On
Johnny Robertson road. This
is prime development
property, just listed. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222, for all your real estate
needs.
ANY OFFER will be con-
sidered on this 2 bedroom,
white frame house. Located
in town on nice street Call
753-9924 after 3:30 pm.
3 BEDROOM, 1' 2 BATH,
near town, Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B-3 for the future. Ideal for


















Estate, 105 N. 12th.
BARGAIN HUNTER'S
DELIGHT Would you like to
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away
from it all? Take a look at
this practically new two
bedroom home in Baywood
, Vista. It has a nice kitchen,
full walkoutbasement wills
central heat and air. Priced
to sell fast at only $21,500.




price of $9950, or less, for
quick sale, will buy a three
bedroom house at 412 N 5th,
which can be sharpened up
fora. family home. or one or
two rental units. Call C.O.
Bondurant ""Realt.y. im
mediately 753-9951 or 753-
3460. '
FINISH- THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat Perfect for
young couple. See it. today.
Call 753 1492, • LORETT-A
JOBS REALTORS.
HELLO JACK FROST!
Toast your toes by the
fireplace in this 2 bedroom, 2
bath, Mobile!lame with a 24 x
24 foot built on den. Ideal
location in quite secluded







With The Friendly rows"





Situated oft 26 acres,
highly productive crop
land. Excellent out-
buildings, 2 tool sheds,





12 x 65 Mobile home approx. 2 yeIrs
old, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, central
heat and air, excellent condition.
Phckne 753-5865 Days
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rem:routed to check this
first Insert-Hon of ads for
corr•ction This
n•wspopor will be







US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during "the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
old photographs. 
















• Society  759-4141-
oThrirSiThirigr
Cafe   753:6622
Poises Ceti . 753-758
0141111 • 753-'0919
Naas "  753-NEED





















S. LOST & FOUND
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST, BLACK AND TAN
beagle, last seen near
Hamlin, Blood River churcn
area. Collar has name and
address. 753-6040.
FOUND IN New Concord
area. small Beagle. Call 753-
5322 after COO pm.
6. HELP WANTED
AN OHIO OIL CO. offers high
income, plus cash bonuses,
benefits to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write G.C. Read,
American Lubricants Co,
Box 696, Dayton, OH 45401.
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759.1661.
DRIVER FOR Senior
Citizens Meal on Wheels
program. Call 753.0929 for
appointment. 
aeon up and hie per.





RN and LPN, all shifts, full




Care Inns Inc., 4th & Ind.
Ave, Mayfield, KY., or call 1.
247-0200.
MAID, PART TIME. Merit
oonus plan. Apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.
No phone calls.
MATURE RESPONISBLE
ADULT, needed to baby sit
month old infant, in our
home. References needed. If
intereSted, call 753-3230 or.
753.8368.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
live in my home and keep a
10 year old child. Call 436-
5836 until 10 PM.
WAITRESS WANTED:




NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or inside work for the winter.
Call 492-8110 anytime.
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
in Murray area. Cost ac
counting and accounts




We Sr. now writing insurance
ea mobile homes, with 3 MC
ferent mammies. For best
rates • confect Witham In-




serving West. Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE-LIFE INS.




We can help you buy', sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
753-1222
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
mOble homes Call 502.527
1362.
.15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
LOST FIVE YEAR old
brown and white male
English Springer Spaniel in
area of -gills, Popcorn and
Southwest Elementary. on..
Wiswell Road. "Petie" is not
a hunting dog and is
desperatety missed by his
family. Please contact u f
you have seen him. A rew
is offered for his returns-Do
753.2424, evenings, 753-4557.
CROCHET GIFTS, house
shoes, afghans, tam sets, call
753 3997.
FOR SALE: Used Singer.
sewing machines, zig zag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436.2758.
FOR SALE. .22-cal. rifle with
scope. 12 gauge shotgun
Small portable t.v. 753.4331.
GO-CART 5 HORSEPOWER
rYkitor. GOOd condition. 'Call
753.5677.
HALF PRICE SALE, Clyb
Aluminum, 1, 1 1./9, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, le- inch
covered skillet, 41/9 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wellfh_ Hardware in
Paris, IN. ,
SALE CORELLE ex•
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice






15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
MAYTAG AU-TOMATIC
washer, , like new. Wood
stove, christmas lights. Call
437 4101.
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40. on I,
1/2, 2, and 3 quart sauce pans
Polable b011eray. Via annci 2
quart, 41/r gt. dutch oven, 8




FOR SALE White Kenmore
electric dryer, 3. settings
Works well. $45. Call 753
4635.
LIGHT OAK THREE piece
bedroom suite, book case
headboard. Also 4 post
double bed with box springs
and mattress. Phone 492.8206
between 3-and 6 pm.
MAPLE TWIN beds corn
plete $75. Maple dresser, $35,
night stand, $15. 7 piece
chrome dinnet set, $55, an
tique trunk, $15, antiqued
kitcen cabinet, $100, also end









rockers, book shelves, stereo
cabinets, oak hall tree,
smokers, lamps, bunk,
trundley and roll.a-way beds,
maple and pine dining room
furniture, sloppy joe living
room furniture and other
styles, open and glass door
corner cabinets also hutch
and buffet, deluxe electric
range, wood heaters, bar.
stools. Big savings
throughout store. -Cannoway
Furniture, 105 N 3rd. 753-
1502.
1978 united Feature Syndicate inc





baby bed, chairs, chest of
drawers, dressers, roll-a-
way bed, vacuum cleaner,
televisions; organ, stero,
corner cabinet. Cannaway




Service in Paducah call 1.
443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760. 
111. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi zigzag
sewing machine, in real nice
crEibinet. Sew perect Full




with both headers, quick
attach. 210 5 white tractor,
1200 hour, 5.16 inch breaking
plows. 4 year old Inter-
national 4 row drill. 1 row




$25, free excessories. Murray
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400.
WINCHESTER' MODEL
1200, 12 gauge shot gun with
wind choke, like new, $140, or
trade for good double ba rrel I





stored loudly. Reported !Ace
now. Responsible party can
take at big saying on low
payment balance, Write Joplin
Piano, Joplin, Missouri 64801.
FOR SAL-E. Beautiful used





A LITTLE PUDGY - over
weight downright fat, You
have tried everything? You
have tried beliavdrTil
modification! A new ap-
proach! For information. call
759 4536.
FOUR PIECE metal cabinet
for sale. Call 753-7997 after
pm
FUR COAT. Persian Lamb
34 length'. Perfect. $225, ($800
value) Call 436 2495
SALE SKILL ROUTER, 1/2
his. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Parts;.T.4.
SALE. SKILL SAWS, model
538, 125 hp, 714 inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 134 hp, 714
inch blade, $31.99, model 559
ball bearing. 2 hp, 714 inch




will Meet Me price of any
Zenith dealer of this area.
Our service makes a dif-
ference. 'Your Zenith dealer
for Murray aod Calloway
County Tucker T.V. Sales,
191/• Coldwater,, Road,
Murray, KY.
WANT ANEW CO TVn
bid short on cash! Take up
payment on this beailtiful 25"
43. REAL ESTATE
IF...YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer looking for
Something unique, you must
inspect this comtemporary
horne...Sunken fireplace in
tamily room, fireplace in
galley kitchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths...All this on
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well Worth inquiring
about Call LORETTA JOBS




LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake.
Year-round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We are






With The Fnendly Toui
LAKE LOTS . . . 3 ad-
joining lots totaling
200' frontage on Klien
Road near Williams





Estate & Real Estate
Auctions." Boyd-141j-
ors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candlelite Estates. Build
the home of your dream-
s...Call and let us show one of




Bedroom brick in Kirkkey
area. Living room, family
room, large kitchen, 2 baths,
2 car garage, Outside
storage, storm cellar, new
brass pump for well and








OU Tf.tOME IS IN,
COME. Extra nice duplex
apartment. Each sidehas 2
bedrooms, f rving room,
kitchen and bath. Modern
kitchens have all built in
appliances. Located just
outside the city limits, so you
only pay county taxes. A
beautiful way to be practical.
Priced at 5.41,500. Phone
43. REAL ESTATE
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Sourhside Court Sciuor e
Murray, Kentucky
YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding tour
bedroom home with den,
master bedrbOrn with ad-
joining private dressing
room ald walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely French
Provincial home. Priced in
the 560's. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 - are
working hard to provide the








come in all sizes.
901 Sycamore 753-7724
Guy Spann 753-2587
T.C. CoNi• 753-5172 -
Loves. Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
44. LOTS FOR SALE
14 ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759.1677, Chilton & Hance
Realty. 
LOTS FOR SALE. Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, 542 50 per
, month with $1,000 down. Call
502-474-2718. '
LOTS FOR SAIX 6 miles
west of Murray. Call 489-
2110.
LOT FOR SALE. Zoned for
duplex. Call 753-8067 after 5
pm.
17 ACRES of, beautifully
L'aice. Less than $900 per
acre. DONALD R TUCKER
RALTOR 753-4342. 
fARMLANT:7- -ITU A c rat; TOO
tillable, .9 miles west of
Murray. Call 489-2110. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BRICK 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
- all new storms and carport.
College Farm Road Call 753-
KOPPERUD REALTY 753 
7909.
1222 for all your Real Estate
needs.
2 Bedroom frame with electric
beat bath, living room and
kitchen. Located on 2 lots in
Kentucky take Development.










Auctioneer It ea It Or-
Appraiser
Ph '901 i429-29116 4791713
South Fulton Tenn
TIME FOR A COM
MERCIAL. Located at the
Corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and-known as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically tft only $22,500.
Phone us today for more
details. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
Cet ready now for next
summer with the pur-




"there! ROY lot no*,
build cottage this win-
'Apr, tvormr-gum-
mer!
BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 34 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,-
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homtn contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after-5 pm. 489
23873 BEDROOM, living room,
den, flrplace, 2 large baths.
Kitchen with dining area,
laundry, garage, central gas
heat, electric air, thermo
pane and storm windows,
carpeting, 2600 sq.ft., patio,
work shop, quality built
ranch style home with extras
throughout 553,000. Call 753
6017.
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or




home, now being offered for
sale for less than $20,000 6
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474 2337 or_47.4•2323-
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, car
peted, 5 miles west of
Murray. Can move now. Call
489-2110.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bathi_large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated with Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, e
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area Widow leaving
state Call 753 2810
NICE 2 BEDROOM house,
large living room, kitchen,
bath, garage with storage.
753.2770.
REDUCED ANOTHER
51000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
Alt appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753 9921
alter A:30pm., . .
47. MOTORCYCLES 
11. U0




1973 AMC HORNET, 2 door,
6 cylinder automatic with.
power and air. Has 4 new
tires $750. Also a rough 1972
Datsun pickup, $350 Phone 1
354-6217.
1969 BUICK LESABRE good














after 6 pm. 
1975 CONTINENTAL 4.
DOOR, one owner, Kentucky
car, extra clean, gold and
white. Call 436.2427.
1969 DODGE STATION.
WAGON, 30,000 miles, AM-
FM and CB radio, power
steering, brakes, automatic
transmission, raised roof.
Call 753.6660 between 8 am
and 5 pm. Call 753-6121 after 6
pm. 
1977 FIAT X 1.9. one owner.
25-30 mpg. Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th.
753-4389. 
FOR SAE: 1969 Plymouth
Fury III. Call 753 4506 after 6
SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR7
teaks & drives bread now,
low miles, loaded with ii-
tras, comfort supreme, still






1972 FORD GALAXY. 53,000
miles, asking $1100, make an
offer. Ca111137-4801.
1973 HONDA, aytomatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155.
1978 T-BI RD, new, fully
loaded, T-roof, 4,000 'miles.
Also a 1978 Broncho 4-wheel
drive, 9,000 miles, new,
excellent condition. Call-753-
6345.
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753-7365.
1976 VOLARE Road Runner.
After 5 o'clock. 435-4331.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1964 FORD PICK-UP, $150.
Call 753-8056.
1951 FORD PICK-UP, body
has been redone, has V 8, 360
truck engine, with automatic
transmission, special wheels
with' wide geed tires, bucket
jatiery_itun.2_
8120. 
-404-1;=-$37*- 153-  
PRICE RtDUCED, 1952
- Chevy, -11*e ten. flat.becti-41-74--
Call 436-5536.
TRUCK FOR SALE. 1971
• Datsun Pick-Up. One owner,
50,000 miles, 51075. 436-2689
after 1 m
'SPECIAL NON-TOXIC
antifreeze, 53.95 a gallon.
Arrowhead Camper Sales,




owne out and take a look
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraft dealer
Complete line of parts as-to
accessories, Non-toxic an
tifreeze $3 99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753.0605.
NEED CAMPER WIN-
TER I Z E D? Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 94 hwy.
Murray, Ky. 753 0605
53. SERVICES OFFERED
.BYARS BROTHERS & San
General home remodeling,
- framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Calt 1
395.1967 or 1.362 4895.
CARPET CLEANING, ,at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair
References furnished. Cali
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759
4878.
CAN'T GET. those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up 10 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free I1Stimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
4343-
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753.5129
after 4 pm. 
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.
EXPERIENCED. CAR-
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for







GLASS WORK Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Cold-
water Rd. 75-0180.
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759.1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247.8986 collect.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753.2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING; vibra-back,
steam dry - cleaning,
references. , Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call
753-5827.
NEED TREES cut? Landon
Tree Service. Call George
Lanclolt, 753-8170. 
NEED FIRE WOOD? Zali
georoe.Lnshatlauluizgh....---,r•A it Li twuou
now all oak- $25 rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
-PIANO fittnttPrO and n euair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's'
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 prrr,
ask for Shelley.
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,








end reedy. Up to 12 1 24. Al,. bin; style, offices, corteges .
home ad-on,, end patios, or II-BUILD, pre-Cut completely ready





ZIEW OFFICE HOURS • Closed Aft Day Wed
Mondax-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE MICR CUT $1 .50 PRICE SNARE $1.25
MO 001111111 & NOUS. (situ MOON. ?SI VIII
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bettroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartmentabove.
Owner has other interest. Price
110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
J. Frank Page Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Wednesday
J Frank Page of 1312
Sycaunore Street, Murray,
died Monday at 3 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 89 years of
age and was born Dec. 5, 1888,
in Henry County, Tenn.
The Murray man was a
member of the Grace Baptist
Church and was a retired
farmer.
Survivors include one son,
the Rev. Grover W. Page and
his wife, Ann C., 1310
Sycamore Street, Murray;
one granddaughter, Cheryl
Pierce, 1312 Sycamore Street,
Murray; two half sisters, Mrs.
Jessie Crago, 'Murray, and
Mrs. Topsy Buck, Dearborn,
Mich.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for Wednesday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe of-
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight Tuesday).
Ray Jackson, Alma Route 1,
died Monday at 12:30 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway totinty.
Hospital. He was stricken ill at
about 11 a.m. at his home and
rushed tealhe hospital where
he died.
The deceased was 70 years
of age, and was a retired
.employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company. He was a member
of the Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church and Hardin
Lodge No. 567 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Mr. Jackson was born June
26, 1908, in Calloway County,
and was the son of the late
Dennis Jackson and Florence
Washam Jackson.
Survivors include his wife,
-Mrs. Alma Lee Jackson, Almo
Route 1: two daughters, Mrs.
Barbara Ramsey, Murray.
Route 8, and MPIL Danny
(Carolyn) Schoffstall.
Evansville, ..Ind.; two . sons;
Joel D. Jackson, Almo Route
.lerc$__L—.radiii,:-
Deter Route 1; one sister,
Mrs. John Ed Lovett, Hardin
Route- 1; -13 -grandehildremr.
two great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Brooks Chapel Church with
the Rev. Glenn Elliott and the
Rev. Julian Warren of-
ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home





Copies from our new
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
iontethint else They re
rich, black Solids are
completely filled Some say
they look as if they re been
printed See for yourself. no
- obligation Call us
116 WORTH /TH
MAYFIELD 247.5912
Final rites for Mater
Stephen Jay Milby, 10 weeks
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Milby of Murray Route 3, are
being held today at 2 pm : at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Bob Henley officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers serving are
Steve Phillips, Ricky Nance,
Jeff Recker, and Mason
Milby. Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery.
The little baby died




Martha Milby and Mr and
Mrs. Herchell Robertson;
great grandparents, James
Tarmon, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Futrell, Mr. and
Mrs. Euell Robertson, and
Tommy Smotherrnan; great
great grandmothers, Mrs.
Mary Chappel and Mrs. Eula
Robertson.
The funeral for Mrs. Villa
Vera Kelley Smith of Dexter is
being held today et the Dexter
Church of Christ, where she
was a member, with John L.
Hicks officiating and mem-
bers of the church as singers.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Marvin McDaniel,
Arvis and Jackie Thorn, J. D.
Williams, David Newcomb,
and Jerry Sanderson. Burial
will follow in the Stewart
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
...Mrs. Smith, 65, died Sunday
at 2:50 p.m. a,t her home. She
is survived by her husband,
Ray Smith; daughter, Mrs.
James Fox, two sons, Paul
and Walter Smith; four
sisters, Mrs. Oscar Maness,
Mrs. Lucille Haley, Mrs.
Gracie Stroup. and Mrs.
Lynnville Byers; four
krothers, Howard, Roy,
Claude, and Raymond Thorn;
seven grandchildren.
The funeral services for
Edward McMillen will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
La wssin Williatpso._ .9f-
the-SCotts Grove Cemetery: -
'Friends may call . at the
funeral-- home after 8 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday).
Mr. McMillen, 52, died
Sunday from injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident on Highway 94 East.
He was a resident now of
Houston, Texas, but was
formerly of Calloway County.
He is survived by his wife,
Carol, two daughters, Miss
Cyndee McMillen and Mrs.
Tarnme Williams, son, Johnee
McMillen, and grandchild,
Tupence Williams, all of
Houston, Texas; one sister,
Mrs. Sally Ann . Grisham,
Oxnard, Calif.; two brothers,
H. B. McMillen, Decatur, Ala.,
and T. D. McMillen, Murray.
The honor roll for the third
six weeks at North Calloway
Elementary School has been
released by the principal,




Edwards, and Wade Rogers.
Seventh Grade-Renee
Butler, Mylinda Mitchell,
Steve French, - and Allen
McClard.
Eighth Grade-Raymond
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Rites Held Today Dwight D. Lofton
For Stephen Milby Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today
Dwight D. Ube) Lofton of
Benton Route 7 died Saturday.
His death was due to 8 self
inflicted gunshot wound,
accordng to Marshall County
Coroner Jesseeoltiat.
Born Dec. 38, 1I82. he was
the son of Joe Lofton and
Emma Lucille English. The
deceased was 25 years of age.
Mr. Lofton is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lofton, Benton Route 7; two
sisters, Mrs. Wanda Fay
Jones, Benton Route 8. and
Mrs. Jocille Allen, Benton
Route 9; nine brothers,
Vernon Lofton, Hardin,
Wayne Lofton, Benton Route
3, Welton Lofton, Benton
Route 5, Randall Lofton,
Benton Route 9, Wendell and
Charles Lofton, Benton Route
7, and _Lucian, Glendon, and
Billy Lofton,Benton Route 8.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of:
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, With Lake
Riley officiating. Burial will
follow in the Hartsfield
Cemetery.
Lester E. Jackson of. Route
1, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Sunday at 9 p.m. in the Henry
County General Hosoital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 67 years
of age and a retired farmer.
Born Oct. 26, 1911, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Dan Jackson and
Louetta Culpepper Jackson.
He was a member of the
Mount Sinai Baptist Church.
Two brothers and two sisters
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Jackson, to
whom he was married on May
10, 1931; one daughter, Mrs.
Martha Stark, .Route 1,
Buchane,n, Tenn..; two sons,
Keith Jackson, Route 1, .
Buchanan, Tenn., and Kent
JackSon, Route. 3, Paris,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs.,.
Loma Willis, New Concord,
Mrs. Gladys Sanders,




The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn.,. wita..the Rev.
--Patr1/4--C-rocker--crffiriating.:
.Buria, will follow in the-
Orders for the 1979 Tiger
annual for Murray High
School will be taken starting
Wednesday, Nov. -29. ac-
cording to the editors, Pat
Whitlow and Stacy Overbey,
and advisor, Evon Kelley.
The cost will be AS per book,
and an order may be made by
leaving a deposit of $4 or the
entire cost of the annual.
Orders will be taken through
Wednesday, Dec. 6, the editors
said.
Stock Market
Air Products ISA. +
.American Motors 5k,. -14
Ashland Oil 4114 +
American Telephone 11014
Bonanza ... . $161364A
Chrysler ...ft% -as
Ford Motor 4014 -%
G.A.F .   at,. 414
General Care .  Hurl) 12A
—General Dyoarnies
General Motors . SO% +
Genefal Tire, 22% +114
Goodrich .i7' +14
Jiardees 11,." +%
Heubiein .. 29% air.
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It's Unbelievable, But True!
Buy from $550' to $500"
Worth of Merchandise at. .
.12 Months To Pay. . . At No Interest
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
November 30th, December 1st and December 2nd
3 Days Only 
I .........e Put your merchandke on layawa now, then come in on one of the 3and si a) the contract.
Just A small way to say "thank you" for your business
=' Vacuum Cleaners Fisher Stove
We will be open Sundays 1-5
through Christmas
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